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Introduction
Women have been knocking on the door of the Philosopher’s Club for centuries, but it is only since the mid-20th
century that they have truly been allowed to enter the room and take a seat at the table. Women have, however,
been ‘philosophizing’ far longer than this! Indeed, they have been trying to make their voices heard since early in
the 5th century BC, when philosophical debates first began in Ancient Greece. So, why then are they so poorly
represented in the History of Ideas written by Western scholars?
Such an inquiry begs another, more ‘philosophical’ question: “Exactly who or what is a philosopher?” In the
Critique of Pure Reason, Immanuel Kant defined the philosopher in terms of his own experience, noting that “all
the interests of my reason, speculative as well as practical, combine in the three following questions:
What can I know?
What ought I to do?
What can I hope for?”
For Kant, these three questions encompassed the challenges posed by metaphysics, ethics and theology. But in regard
to women’s relationship to those three disciplines, Western philosophers have typically offered these dismissive
responses:
(1) Women aren’t actually capable of significant rational thought and, besides, they are just too emotional
to really “know” anything in a true philosophical sense
(2) What they “ought to do” is stay home and take care of their family
(3) They should define any “hope” they might have according to the dictates of their husbands, their
church and their legislatures.
This catalog offers a collection of books in which women describe – in their own words – their long, uphill battle
for the recognition and respect they deserve as men’s intellectual equals. In order to gain that respect, they first
had to convince the dominant patriarchal forces that women were capable and worthy of being educated and, once
this was done, that their thoughts warranted attention, discussion and debate. Each book described here represents
women moving one step closer to that full recognition.
Today, some would still quibble about identifying these women as ‘philosophers,’ but there is no denying the fact
that each of these writers were intellectuals of the first order and, as such, deserving of the attention and respect
that has so long been denied them.

The twenty-two philosophers presented in this catalog [arranged by birth year] are:
Anna Marie van Schurman (1607-1675)
Anne Bradstreet (1612-1672)
Gilles Ménage (1613-1692)
Elizabeth of the Palatine (1618-1680)
Anne Le Févre Dacier (1654-1720)
Elizabeth Carter (1717-1806)
Mercy Otis Warren (1728-1814)
Elizabeth Hamilton (1756-1816)
Mary Wollstonecraft (1759-1797)
Mary Hayes (1759-1843)
Jane Marcet (1769-1858)

Frances Wright (1795-1852)
Harriet Taylor Mill (1807-1858)
Margaret Fuller Ossoli (1810-1850)
Ednah Dow Cheney (1824-1904)
Charlotte Perkins Gilman (1860-1935)
Lou Andreas-Salomé (1861-1937)
Mary Whiton Calkins (1863-1930)
Dora Black Russell (1894-1986)
Alice Ambrose (1906-2001)
Simone de Beauvoir (1908-1986)
Simone Weil (1909-1943)

Special recognition and thanks must go to Lucy Rose DaSilva
who researched and wrote well over half of this catalog

ANNA MARIE VAN SCHURMAN
[1607-1678]

"Whatever fills the human mind with uncommon and honest delight is fitting for a human woman"
Dutch Golden Age scholar Anna Maria van Schurman was widely regarded throughout the
seventeenth century as the most learned woman of her age. She was “The Star of Utrecht”, “The
Dutch Minerva”, “The Tenth Muse”, “a miracle of her sex”, “the incomparable Virgin”, and
“the oracle of Utrecht”. She was the first woman to attend a European university (she was
allowed to do so only at the request of her teacher, Voetius, but she was required to sit behind a
screen so the men would not have to look at her.) She was also the first to boldly and brilliantly
advocate that women should be admitted to universities.
She was, in addition, an accomplished artist (the painting at left is her self-portrait), she wrote
poetry in German, Dutch, Latin, Greek, and Hebrew and corresponded with many learned men
and women of the Republic of Letters. A brilliant linguist, she mastered some fifteen languages
including Dutch, German, French, English, Italian, Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Aramaic, Arabic,
Syriac, Samaritan, Persian and Ethiopic. She was also the first Dutch woman to seek publication
of her correspondence with the intellectual men and women of her time – in Hebrew, Greek,
Latin, and French – which reveals the breadth of her interests in theology, philosophy,
medicine, literature, numismatics, painting, sculpture, embroidery, and instrumental music. Van
Schurman seriously challenged the educational establishment of her day, demanding that
women be allowed to study all the arts and the sciences, and her letters offer fascinating insights
into the challenges scholarly women faced in the early modern period when they sought to
define themselves as intellectuals, writers, and thoughtful contributors to the social good.

One of the Most Important and Widely-Read Contributions
to the Discussion of the Status of Women in the Early Modern Era
Nobiliss. virginis Annae Mariae a Schurman, Dissertatio, de Ingenii Muliebris ad Doctrinam, & meliores
Litteras aptitudine. Accedunt Quaedam Epistolae, ejusdem Argumenti (The Noble Virgin Anna Marie Schurman, A
Dissertation on the Suitability of a Woman's Mind for Scholarship and Literature, to Which is Added Certain Letters, making the
Same Argument). Lugd. Batavor, Ex Officina Elseviriana, 1641. 1 blank leaf + TP + 3-112 + 1 blank leaf, small Octavo.
First Edition.
$ 6,000
The original appearance of this essay was in the second edition of a collection of
letters, Epistolica Quaestio de Vitae Terimino, compiled by Jan van Beverwijck
and published in 1639. The essay first appeared as a separate book in 1641 where it
included the correspondence between the author and André Rivet, Adolfus
Vorstius, Andrea s Colvius, and Jacobus Lydius, that was generated by the essay.
The final pages contain some complimentary verse written by van Schurman.
Anna Marie had by this time broken with Descartes (with whom she had been
friends) and rejected the ‘new’ philosophy in favor of the ‘old school’ approach of
syllogistic argumentation – which is the form that she so pointedly and brilliantly
uses to make her points throughout this book.
This work argues that women were fit to be educated in all matters but that they
should not use their education in professional activity or employment and it should
not be allowed to interfere with their domestic duties.
For its time this was a truly radical position.
The book was widely read throughout the Republic of Letters and translated into
several languages including Dutch, French and English (where it appeared under
the title The Learned Maid or, Whether a Maid may be a Scholar in 1659).
Bound in beautifully preserved contemporary vellum with just the lightest of
discoloration and spotting to the covers. With a one-line contemporary ink inscription
to the top of the first free endpaper. There is a faint (so faint as to be unreadable)
greenish stamp to the title page which appears just below the famous Elzevier title
vignette (know as the “Solitaire”). An absolutely lovely copy of this early seminal work
of Western feminism.

Anna Marie van Schurman’s Portrait of her Teacher, Gisbertus Voetius
with Her Four-Line Dedicatory Poem & Engraved Signature Beneath
An Engraved Portrait of Voetius by Anna Marie van Schurman with her signed poem below. 5½” x 8”, affixed
along the left edge to a 9½” x 12¼” carrying sheet with a contemporary two-line inked inscription along the bottom edge.
$ 1,800
Anna Marie van Schurman was famous for her engravings (see
the next listing which shows one of her engraved self-portraits)
and here she has lovingly rendered her early mentor and teacher,
Gisbertus Voetius, with her written and signed (engraved) fourline homage below the picture:
En tibi Voetiadae placida sub imagine vultus: Divinum
ingenium Linea quaeque notat – Si majora cupis: viva est
virtutis imago, Qua vita et scriptis exprimit ipse suis.
This can be freely translated as:
Gaze upon this tranquil image of Voetius, each line
expressing his divine genius. If you desire more than this, the
living image of his virtue can be found in his life and in his
writings.
NOTE: The basis for this engraving, Schurman’s original painted
portrait of Voetius, can be found in Utrecht’s Centraal Museum
(Inventory # 4752).
Voetius was the most prominent Dutch Reformed Calvinist
theologian of his time. He early noticed the brilliant Anna Marie
and was responsible for her attendance at the University of
Utrecht so that she could listen to his lectures. Today, Voetius is
best-known as Descartes’ most vicious early critic and enemy.
As the first professor of theology at the University of Utrecht
and the first clergyman of the city, Voetius had launched his
attack on Descartes’ teachings as early as June of 1639 when
he held a series of debates and attempted to prove that
certain tenets taken from the Discours were in fact atheistic.
Descartes’ friend and ally at the University, Henricus
Regius, carried the fight to Voetius via public debates and
pamphlets. Voetius was a particularly prolific writer (as was
his ally, his son Paul) and he began to wield even more
influence and more invective after becoming rector of the University in March of 1641.
The matter culminated in Voetius helping to produce and publish a refutation of Descartes’ philosophy (Admiranda methodus sive
philosophia Cartesiana) and securing the political condemnation of a local society favorable to Descartes.
In May of 1643, Descartes could work with intermediaries no longer and, seeking public vindication, he himself published a
detailed description and rebuttal of all of the wrongs done to him by Voetius and his co-conspirators. This, the Epistola Renati
Des-Cartes Ad celeberrimum Virum D. Gisbertum Voetium, was his third book (following Discours in 1637 & Meditationes in
1641) and it contained his heated response to Voetius’ attacks on his philosophy. Rene concluded the small book with eloquence
and no small amount of his own invective:
I do not need to invoke the religious liberty which is accorded to us [i.e. French Catholics] in this republic. I confine
myself to stating that your book contains such criminal lies, such stupid insults, slanders which are so abominable that no
enemy would use the like against his enemy, no Christian against an infidel, without denouncing himself as a cheat and a
scoundrel… I understand the Dutch temperament well enough to know that their magistrates imitate God in that they are
often slow to punish the guilty, but once the audacity of the evildoers has passed the limit where they deem repressions
necessary, they act without mercy and are not to be fooled by false words. By publishing your books, devoid of charity
and proofs and filled only with calumnies, you have dishonored your profession and your religion. Take care that they do
not judge punishment to be the only possible atonement. Farewell! (Vrooman, Rene Descartes, A Biography, pp. 162-3)
This, of course, did nothing but prolong the debate and the controversy raged on until Descartes’ death in 1650 (and beyond).
A lovely and well-preserved copy of this rare piece by Anna Marie van Schurman. It has been attached along the left edge to a larger
9¼” x 12¼” sheet which has a contemporary ink identification along the bottom in addition to a later notation in pencil.

“More than any of her previous publications, the Opuscula
affirmed her authoritative standing in the Republic of Letters”
Opuscula Hebraea, Graeca, Latina, Gallica, prosaica & metrica, (Works in Hebrew, Greek, Latin and French, prose
and metered) Lvgd, Batavor, Ex officina Elsiviriorum, 1648. TP + [i]-[iv] = Lectoris + [vi] = frontispiece portrait of the author +
1-374 + 1 blank leaf. First Edition.
$ 3,000
With the engraved self-portrait frontispiece that the author executed in 1640
when she was 33 years old. Below this, van Schurman has written: Cernitis hic
picta nostros in imagine vultus: / Si negat ars formam, gratia vestra dabit (See
my features portrayed in this image, If art denies beauty, then your favor will
grant it).
Despite an aversion to her growing notoriety, van Schurman was finally
persuaded by Leyden’s Professor of Theology, Dr. André Rivet (her friend and
spiritual adviser whom she referred to as “her father in Christ”) to publish a
collection of her works and, more particularly, her correspondence. Elzevier
published the work and, for the first time, allowed her some significant control
over the printed text.
This she did, reprinting her now famous Dissertatio, de Ingenii Muliebris ad
Doctrinam and including copies of her letters – fourteen written in French and
fifty-nine in Latin, Greek and Hebrew, all addressed to a wide variety of famous
men and women. The book also included twenty-two of her Latin poems and
the entire text was edited by Friedrich Spanheim, the rector of the University of
Leden, who also wrote a laudatory Preface.
In her outstanding book on Anna Marie van Schurman, Anne R. Larsen notes
that “more than any of her previous publications, the Opuscula affirmed her
authoritative standing in the Republic of Letters” (p. 175). This was so true that
the book saw a second edition in 1650 and a third in 1652, with that version
being reprinted in 1672, 1700, 1723 and finally in 1794.
Contemporary vellum with a lovely, hand-written four-line title on the spine. A
beautifully preserved contemporary copy that comes with a custom fitted slipcase.

A Sammelband with a First Edition Copy of Anna Marie van Schurman’s Autobiography
ΕΥΚΛΗΡΙΑ [Eukleria] seu Melioris Partis electio. Tractatus brevem vitæe ejus Delineationem exhibens
(Eukleria, or Choosing the Better Part. A Treatise presenting a short Description of a life). Cornelii van der Meulen, Altonæ ad
Albine, 1673. TP + 3-207 + [208] = Lectori S. + Errata. First Edition.
[bound after]

[Arndio, Josua], Vita Alberti Walsteini, ducis Friedlandiæ, &c. Ex Italico Galeacii Gualdi, in latinam sermonem
translata. Labore ac studio Josuæ Arndii. (The Life of Albert Wallenstein Leader of Friedlandia…). Joachimum
Wildium, Rostochi, 1668. TP + 3-135, First Latin Edition
[bound after]

[Rohan, Henri de, edited by Arndio, Josua], Trutina statuum Europæ olim scripta ab Illustrissimo Duce de
Rohan (The Former State of Balance in Europe, written by the illustrious Duke of Rohan). Joachimum Wildium, Rostochi,
1668. TP + [i] = Dedication page + [ii] = Poem + [iii] = Ad Lectorem + [iv] = Tabula Discursuum + [1]-194 + [195]-[200] =
Hymnus + 1 blank leaf, Editio Altera.
$ 3,000
By 1664, at the age of 57, Schurman was completely disgusted with her life,
her fame and the constant stream of visitors who imposed so severely on her
time. At this crossroad, she met the Pietist, Jean de Labadie, a former Jesuit
who had converted to Protestantism and then founded a contemplative
religious sect known as Labadism. Anna Maria was fascinated by Labadie
and his ideas and she completely abandoned her former life and joined his
religious community. Nine years later, she published this autobiography,
taking her title from Luke 10:42 where Martha’s sister, Mary, “chooses the
better part” by sitting at Christ’s feet rather than helping out in the kitchen.
The autobiography encompassed the whole of her life up to that point,
providing an excellent window into contemporary attitudes and practices
(most especially in relation to women) along with a clear exposition of the
religious ferment that so permeated Dutch society throughout that time. Anna
Marie’s late conversion to Labadism did, of course, color much of her
presentation but the book is, as noted by her biographer Una Birch,
characterized by “a sincere effort after self-portrayal, and of which the pages
were only written after prolonged self-examination and searching of the
heart.” (p. 146)
Later in her life, Anna Marie was in “horror of posthumous notoriety”
(Birch, p. 188) and she destroyed all of her correspondence (although many
letters were fortunately beyond her reach). At the very end of her life, she
composed a second autobiographical volume which focused almost
exclusively on her religious sensibilities and beliefs. That book (not offered
here) was published as a separate volume in 1685, seven years after her
death.
The next book in this sammelband is the first Latin edition of Gualdo Priorato’s biography of Albrecht Wallenstein, the
Duke of Friedland. The Italian original was published in 1643 and this Latin translation is made by Josua Arnd twentyfive years later. Priorato’s biography is still one of the main near contemporary sources to the life and fate of
Wallenstein, the famous “Generalissimo” in the Thirty Years War, who was murdered in 1634.
The final book is Henri de Rohan’s political analysis of contemporary Europe which was also compiled and edited by
Josua Arnd (the translator of the Wallenstein biography described above).
An absolutely beautifully preserved contemporary velum binding with the most minimal soiling one could expect of a book well over
300 years old. With 7 lines of contemporary ink notes to the inside front cover (describing the three texts included) along with a 3 line
ownership inscription dated 1675. At the very bottom of the inside cover is a small, blue-ink printed label noting “Abgegeben
Zentrales Antiquariat Berlin”. The title pages of the Wallenstein biography and Anna Marie’s autobiography both have light blue
stamps reading “Stadtarchiv / Rathenow”. (The Rohan book does not.) In the same ink and contemporary hand as the inside cover, the
verso of the TP of the autobiography is covered with 30 lines of notes describing the chapters. The text is then clean and bright up
until page 200 where occasional neat red pencil (and sometimes black ink) underlinings occur right through and including the final
page, 207. Otherwise, this is a truly lovely copy of this revealing 17th century autobiography by a well-educated and extremely wellconnected woman.

ANNE BRADSTREET
[1612-1672]

“Let such as say our sex is void of reason / Know it is slander now but once was treason.”
Anne Bradstreet is our most prominent early North American poet and the first writer in the
English colonies to be published. She is the first Puritan figure in American Literature, notable
for her large corpus of poetry, as well as her personal, more explicitly philosophical writings
which were published posthumously.
Born to a wealthy Puritan family in Northampton, England, Bradstreet was a well-read scholar
who was especially affected by the works of the French religious poet, Du Bartas. She wrote her
poetry and philosophical thoughts while raising eight children and fulfilling her many duties as
the wife of a public official in the Massachusetts colonial community.
Bradstreet’s “poetry and prose reflect on the large issues of her admirable life: her passionate
love for he husband, her giving birth to and raising eight children, her sorrow at the deaths of
her loved ones, her admiration for men and women who influence their worlds, the nature of the
relationship between the earthly world and the spiritual one, and the meaning of living a
rewarding life.” (Dykeman, Contributions, p. 11)
“The enormity of what she accomplished in her time has been little recognized, especially her
philosophy… Currently read as a poet and to a degree as a feminist, she offers profound answers
to what it means to be an ethical and a political being, and what it means to have women writing
and engaged in the philosophical discussion.” (Dictionary of Early American Philosophers)

A Single Leaf from the First American Printing of “America’s First Poet and Philosopher”
Alas All’s Vanity or A LEAF from the first American edition of SEVERAL POEMS by ANNE
BRADSTREET printed at Boston, anno 1678. With an essay by George Frisbie Wicher now printed in
1942 at The Spiral Press for publication by COLLECTORS’ BOOKSHOP, NEW YORK. 2 blank leaves +
half title + TP + [5] = Table of Contents + 7-37 + [38] = Limited printing page [Copy #104] + 3 blank leaves. Octavo. A Rare
First Edition Leaf from Several Poems.
$ 1,500
Copy #104 of a limited edition of 105 copies. The bulk of the book is an essay on Bradstreet with a leaf from the original
printing of “Several Poems” [pp. 175/176] tipped in on page 9 and reproductions of the 1650 and 1678 title pages on pages 13
and 23 respectively. The book ends with a Bibliographical Checklist.
At the same time that Anna Marie van Schurman was being hailed as “The Tenth Muse” in Utrecht, a collection of Anne
Bradstreet’s poems was published in London with the title: The Tenth Muse Lately Sprung up in America. Or Severall Poems,
compiled with great variety of Wit and Learning, full of delight… The year was 1650 and the author was identified simply as “a
Gentlewoman in those parts.” Twenty-eight years later, six years after Anne’s death, an American edition was produced – the first
printing of a poet’s work in English America – with additional poems and a slightly revised title, Several Poems Compiled with
great variety of Wit and Learning, full of Delights…, and noting that this was “The Second Edition, Corrected by the Author, and
enlarged by an Addition of several other Poems found among her papers after her death.”
While Anne’s philosophical thoughts found their most overt expression in the prose writings found in her Meditations Divine and
Moral (unpublished until almost 200 years after her death), the poems written for Several Poems are no less rich with
philosophical speculation and insight. While some early commentators demeaned her poetic talents (as does the essay in this
book), her reputation as an accomplished poet has risen dramatically and continually throughout the latter half of the 20th century.
The set pieces found in “The Four” address some of the great philosophic issues of her day. The first part, “The Four Elements”,
establishes the metaphysical foundation for everything that follow. Here, the four elemental sisters, who conduct this poetic
debate, argue over the basic principles of the universe and whether they are one or many. In the second section, “Of the Four
Humours of Man’s Constitution,” the daughters of these sisters address issues relating to human character – the unstable humors
or passions linking body and mind, finally pleading for unity and harmony between these disparate human tendencies. The third
part, “The Four Ages of Man”, present the granddaughters of the original four sister expounding on the effects that time has on
human beings. In the final section, “The Four Seasons of the Year,” the grandchildren of the sisters again focus on time, but here
as it relates to the physical universe. Within these four, the philosophical issues progress from the classical problem of the one and
the many to the issue of the same and the different and, finally, to the permanence and change of the last two poems. It is a
metaphysical tour de force.
Publisher’s marbled boards, a red cloth spine and paper spine label with black lettering. A near fine copy.

I am obnoxious to each carping tongue
Who says my hand a needle better fits,
A Poets pen all scorn I should thus wrong,
For such despite the cast on Female wit:
If what I do prove well, it won’t advance,
They’l say it’s stoln, or else it was by chance.

“America’s First Moral Philosophy” from America’s First Poet and Philosopher
Finally Published – 195 Years after Her Death
The Works of Anne Bradstreet in Prose and Verse, Abram E. Cutter, Charlestown, 1867. 1 blank leaf + half title + 1 leaf
with tissue-guarded engraving of Bradstreet’s house on verso + TP + [v]-x = Preface + 1 leaf with tissue-guarded engraving of
Simon Bradstreet on verso + [xi]-lxxi = Introduction + [lxxiii]- lxxvi = Contents + [1]-434 + tipped in letter + [435] = “Ready for
Delivery” notice + [437] = Announcement to Subscribers – 1 blank leaf, Quarto. First Edition of Meditations Divine and
Moral.
$ 2,000
Like Aristotle’s Nichomachean Ethics, Bradstreet’s
Meditations Divine and Moral, were written for her son,
who was named Simon. While a few excerpts of her
manuscript were published in 1844, this important work
of early American philosophical thinking was not printed
in full until almost 200 years after her death.
The Dictionary of Early American Philosophers, calls
Bradstreet “America’s first poet and philosopher” and
goes on to note that her prose work, Meditations Divine
and Moral… is America’s first moral philosophy”. Her
ethics were composed in seventy-seven aphorisms which
the DEAP called “more metaphysical that Benjamin
Franklin’s aphorist ethics written a century later...”
“…Bradstreet’s ethics are an effort at self-realization,
how to be better not only for this world but for the next.
Epictetus, Benedict de Spinoza, Friedrich Nietzsche, and
Ludwig Wittgenstein also wrote aphorisms and each
appealed to different principles. For Bradstreet, ethics is
judged in terms of a community of action, each
individual being by nature a communal individual. The
aphorisms concern the matter of action, attitude toward
the action, and the end of action. The first claims the
spiritual dimension of all acts and the last claims the
political dimension of all acts: number one reads:
‘There is no object that we see, no action that we do,
no good that we enjoy, no evil that we feel or fear, but
we may make some spiritual advantage of all; and he
that makes such improvement is wise as well as
pious.’
and number seventy-seven reads,
‘God hath by His providence so ordered that no one
country hath all commodities within itself, but what it
wants another shall supply, that so there may be a
mutual commerce through the world. As it is with
countries, so it is with men: there was never yet any
one man that had all excellences. Let his parts, natural
and acquired, spiritual and moral, be never so large,
yet he stands in need of something which another man
hath (perhaps meaner than himself) which shows us
perfection is not below, as also that God will have us
beholden to one another.’
Original publisher’s green cloth with a fine white spine label with black lettering. The book was presented to the New England
Historic-Genealogical Society in March of 1868 by the publisher as indicated by a label affixed to the inside front cover [stamped
across the top “Withdrawn”] and by the four-line, handwritten inscription on the half title: “Presented to the New England HistoricGenealogical Society by Abram E. Cutter, March 7th, 1868.” There are two embossed stamps for the Society – on the first blank leaf
and in the upper corner of the title page. The letter tipped in following the Index is dated June 5, 1895 and enquires about a new
edition of the “Works.” The “Delivery” notice to which this has been attached is dated May, 1867 and the “Announcement” which
follows is dated March 27, 1865. The joint before these last two printed pages is lightly cracked. The copy is entirely uncut with
wonderful wide margins. Overall, a gorgeous copy of this exceedingly scarce book.

GILLES MÉNAGE
[1613-1692]

“I myself have found sixty-five women philosophers in the books of ancient writers
and it is my intention to write a history of these women”
Gilles Ménage was a French writer, thinker, Latinist, grammarian and lexicographer who cut a
wide swath through late 17th century French society and thought. He had a strong and often
controversial personality along with a tenacious memory and an early enthusiasm for learning.
This carried him speedily through his literary and professional studies, and he practiced at the
bar at Angers as early as 1632. In the same year, he pleaded several causes before the
parliament of Paris, but illness induced him to abandon the legal profession for the church.
He became prior of Montdidier without taking holy orders, and lived for some years in the
household of Cardinal de Retz (then coadjutor to the archbishop of Paris), where he had leisure
for literary pursuits. Sometime after 1648, he quarreled with his patron and withdrew to a house
in the cloister of Notre-Dame, where he gathered round him on Wednesday evenings those
literary assemblies which he called "Mercuriales." The Mercuriales (which began in 1656)
were attended by poets and critics including the renown French letter writer Mme. de Sévigné
and the early novelist Mme. de La Fayette.
Ménage was both humorous and quarrelsome and he made many enemies, such as the
playwright Racine who prevented his entry into the Académie Francaise. (It did not help that
his Requête des dictionnaires had severely criticized the academy.) Among his many enemies
were Boileau who wrote a satire on him and Moliére who immortalized him as the pedant
Vadius in Les Femmes savants (a portrait that Ménage pretended to ignore). He wrote a history of woman philosophers (below) and
numerous critical works, including two studies of the French language.. He was admitted to the Della Cruscan Academy of Florence.
After his death, his friends assembled and published a collection of his jokes and judgements under the title Menagiana.

The First Published History of Women Philosophers
Historia mulierum philosopharum. (A History of Women Philosophers). Anissonios, Joan. Posuel & Claudium Rigaud,
Lugduni (Lyon), 1690. TP + 3-130 + [131]-[136] = Index Nominum + [137]-[156] = IndexRerum + 131-141 = Addenda Historiæ
Mulierum Philosopharum + half title + [3]-80 + [81]-[93] = Tavola + [94] = Privilege du Rey + [95] = Errata, 12mo.
First Edition.
$ 2,500
A groundbreaking work which provides an account of 65 different women philosophers
that Ménage has found mentioned in the writings of the ancients. This first-ever history
of women philosophers is not presented as straight narrative, but rather as a sort of
dictionary of woman philosophers noting who they were, what they said and the places
where mention of them can be found in ancient texts.
Ménage dedicated the book to Madame Anne Dacier, justifying her career choice and
implying that her serious engagement with learning makes her, and women like her, the
equal of contemporary male scholars..
In the 1980’s, the Historia mulierum was translated into English (The History of
Woman Philosophers; translated by Beatrice Zedler; University Press of America,
Lanham, MD, 1984) and served as the foundation for an even more recent study entitled
Women Philosophers: A Bio-Critical Source Book (Greenwood Press, 1989) edited by
Ethel M. Kersey.
Written in Italian, the second part of the volume (with separate pagination) carries the
title Lezzione d' Egidio Menagio sopr' L Sonetto VII di messer Francesco Petrarca
(Lesson of Gilles Ménage on the Seventh Sonnet of Francesco Petrarch) and is a
reprinting of the text originally separately published in 1678 by L. Billaine of Paris. The
short book is devoted to an in-depth exposition of Petrarch’s Seventh Sonnet, allowing
Ménage to demonstrate his considerable skills as a philologist and grammarian.
Contemporary vellum with gilt lettering on the spine title. The binding is lightly discolored
with a few small darker stains to the front cover. There is some light discoloration to the
lower right corner of the last four leaves. Overall, an extremely attractive copy of this
landmark work in feminist scholarship.

A Gorgeous Vellum Set of a French Translation of Diogenes Laertius’
The Lives of the Illustrious Philosophers of Antiquity
including
A History of the Women Philosophers of Antiquity by Gilles Ménage
Les Vies des Plus Illustres Philosophes De L’Antiquite (The Lives of the Illustrious Philosophers of Antiquity). Chez J.
H. Schneider, Amsterdam, 1761. Volume I: Half title + 1 leaf with an engraving of the philosophers on verso + TP + [i]-[iv] =
Printer’s Dedication + [v]-xxvi = Discours Preliminaire + xxvij-xxx = Catalogue Chronologique + xxi-xxxij = Table + [1]-12 =
Preface + [13]-345 [with unnumbered portrait pages facing many philosophers’ chapter]; Volume II: Half title + TP + 1 leaf with
portrait of Antisthenes on verso + [1]-443 + [444] = Table; Volume III: Half title + TP + [1]-373 + [374]-[375] = Advice to the
Binder + [376] = Table. 12mo. A New Edition with Portraits; The Second Edition in French of A History of Women
Philosophers.
$ 2,500
According to the Catalogue Chronologique (found
here in Volume I, pp xxvij-xxx), there were five
editions of Diogenes Laertius’ Lives published in
the 1400s, sixteen issued in the 1500s, seven printed
in the 1600s and just one other edition released in
the 1700s. Just how accurate this count may be is
uncertain.
The first two volumes in this set comprise a French
translation of the text of Diogenes Laertius’s Lives
which, as noted above, had been printed many times
in the past in a variety of languages.
The third volume is unique in that it contains the
biographies of Diogenes Laertius (pp. [1]-27),
Epictetus (pp. 28-102) and, amazingly, of Confucius
(pp. 103-192) with a portrait.
The back half of the third volume (pp. 193-295) is
taken up with a French language translation of Giles
Ménage’s L’historie de la vie des femmes
philosophes de L’antiquite (A Summary of the
History of the Lives of the Women Philosophers of
Antiquity) – a slightly longer and more explanatory
title than what appeared on the first edition in Latin
which was published in 1690 (see the copy offered
above).
This is the second French edition of Menage’s A
History of Women Philosophers as noted by
Beatrice Zedler in her English translation of that
work (p. xxii). Zedler says a French translation of
Women Philosophers was first published in
Amsterdam in 1758 and then reissued in 1761,…
i.e. the present copy.
While it is the second French edition of Women, it is a “new edition with portraits” of Diogenes Laertius Lives containing 26
unnumbered plates with portraits of the philosophers, all of which are present here. Interesting, two pages of the third volume
includes instructions to the binder of the book (in French, German and Dutch) on the proper placement of these unnumbered
pictures.
There are, of course, no portraits of the women philosophers.
Contemporary full vellum binding with gorgeous hand lettering on the spines. Overall, the books have a minimum of scuffing and
soiling but there is one spot of discoloration on the front cover of the second volume (see photo). With an all-but illegible small threeline ink “ex libris” inscription to the front free end paper of Volume I, dated 1847. Overall, this an extremely pretty set of Diogenes
Laertius’ Lives of the Philosophers with the added volume containing three additional biographies and an early French translation of A
History of Women Philosophers.

ELISABETH, PRINCESS OF THE PALATINE
[1618-1680]

“So I ask you for a definition of the soul that homes in on its nature more thoroughly
than does the one you give in your Meditations…” (Elisabeth to Descartes, May 6, 1643)
Known as "La Grecque" ("The Greek"), Elisabeth was revered for her intelligence and was
fluent in many languages, including Latin. Her education was exceptionally well-rounded
including not just the classics, but also history, geography and mathematics. Elisabeth was
taught by her mother, her grandmother, and various tutors throughout her life. In her ninth or
tenth year she was sent with her siblings to complete her education in Leiden and afterwards
she moved to The Hague where her parents kept a quiet court surrounded by a select circle of
educated men.
But even this extensive education did not satisfy Elisabeth's hunger for knowledge. Throughout
her adult life, she engaged in written correspondence with many the renowned intellects of her
time. In 1639, she entered into correspondence with Anna Marie van Schurman and, a little
after this, she began her extensive and famous correspondence with Rene Descartes.
In 1667, Elisabeth became the princess-abbess of Herford Abbey. As such, she governed not
only the convent, but also the surrounding community of 7,000 people. As abbess, she
especially distinguished herself by her kind hospitality to all who were oppressed for the sake
of their religious conscience. In 1670, she received the followers of French Pietists Jean de
Labadie, whose flock included Anna Marie van Schurman. This group subsequently left and
was followed in 1676 by the Quakers. In 1677, William Penn himself arrived and remained three days, holding meetings which made
a deep impression upon the countess. Leibniz visited her in 1678. This was an extremely formidable woman!

Elisabeth’s Brilliant and Challenging Correspondence with Descartes
Finally Published – 230 Years after they were written!
Descartes, la Princesse Elisabeth et la Reine Christine, d’arprés des lettres inédites (Descartes, The Princess
Elisabeth and Queen Christina, their unpublished letters). Gemrer-Bailliere et Cie, Paris 1879. [NOTE: the entire book is
interleafed with blank pages in between each printed sheet]: 1 blank leaf + half title + [no interleaf] + TP + [I]-V = Preface +
[7]-219 + [220] = Erratum + 55 blank leaves. Octavo. First Edition.
$ 2,500
In addition to a reputation for intelligence and distinguished correspondence, Elisabeth was also known for her piety and humility.
While many people of her time would have liked to read her correspondence with Descartes and other luminaries of the age, she
refused to have any of her letters published during her lifetime. This left her in relative obscurity for almost two hundred years
after her death, until a French aristocrat discovered and published her writings.
Elizabeth’s extended correspondence with René Descartes constitute the bulk of her extant philosophical writings. In those letters,
she pressed Descartes on the relationship between the two distinct substances of mind and body, and in particular the possibility
of their causal interaction and the nature of their union. She also questioned him on his physics, on the passions and their
regulation, on the nature of virtue and the greatest good, on the nature of human freedom of the will and its compatibility with
divine causal determination, and on political philosophy.
The correspondence began at her initiative in 1643 and continued until Descartes's death in early 1650. While we have Descartes's
works, and centuries of interpretation to contextualize his side of the exchange, we do not have this larger picture in which to
situate Elizabeth's thoughts. Thus, any account of her proper philosophical position must be gleaned through interpretation. It is
evident from the correspondence that Elizabeth had a remarkable and wide-ranging critical philosophical acumen. Careful reading
of her side of the correspondence does suggest that she had some positive philosophical commitments of her own, on matters
including the nature of causation, the nature of the mind, explanations of natural phenomena, virtue, and good governance.
When Descartes visited The Hague in 1643, Elisabeth was among those whom he addressed, presenting his latest ideas. She was
impressed, but driven by her own keenly philosophical mind, uncertain about several of the issue raised by this ambitious new
philosophical system. After that visit Descartes was told of her interest. He was flattered and made another visit to The Hague
hoping to talk to her, but, for unknown reasons, they did not meet then.
Hearing of Descartes' failed attempt to converse with her, Elisabeth wrote him on May 16, 1643 asking him to "tell me please
how the soul of a human being (it being only a thinking substance) can determine the bodily spirits and so bring about voluntary
actions". This raises the basic problem of Descartes' dualism and the mystery of how the soul and the body could possibly
interact. Elisabeth rightly questioned how something immaterial (Descartes' idea of the mind) could move something material (the

body). Descartes replied to Elisabeth's letter saying that this interaction should not be thought of as between two bodies and that it
is the kind of union that exists between the two qualities of heaviness and bodies.
Unsatisfied with that answer, Elisabeth wrote to him again. In that letter, dated June 20, 1643, Elisabeth claims that she cannot
"understand the idea through which we must judge how the soul (nonextended and immaterial) is able to move the body, that is,
by that idea through which you have at another time understood heaviness ... And I admit that it would be easier for me to
concede matter and extension to the mind than it would be for me to concede the capacity to move a body and be moved by one to
an immaterial thing."
Their correspondence continued right up until Descartes’ death in 1650. He was so impressed with her and her questioning mind
that dedicated his Principles of Philosophy (1644) to her and wrote his Passions of the Soul (1650) at her request.
This philosophical correspondence between Elisabeth and Descartes has been ignored by many historians who see it as
insignificant. However, a few have recognized the influence she had on his thinking, most especially in relation to their exchanges
regarding the "passions of the soul." It was a topic that he addressed only after taking into consideration her many ideas on the
subject and her suggestion that he write a book on the passion. Several historians have remarked that Elisabeth could have been a
philosopher in her own right if it had not been for a lack of a systematic presentation of her philosophical position. Still, we can
infer her philosophical position from these letters and any such examination naturally forces us to consider her as an important
philosophical figure of her time.
Contemporary half leather with marbled boards and gilt lettering on the spine. As noted above the entire book is interleaved with
blank pages in between each printed sheet. The title page has a number (“6501”) stamped in the upper right corner, an “Ex libris /
R.D.E Gelin” stamp in the lower right quadrant and a much lighter circular stamp below it in the bottom right corner. None of the
interleaved pages have any writing on them except for the first one following the “Erratum” page which has four paragraphs (27 lines)
of neatly written script in French. Besides the stamps on the title page and the interleafing, this is an excellent copy of a book that is
extremely difficult to find.

ANNE LE FÈVRE DACIER
[1651-1720]

“It is literature which is the source of good taste, of politeness, and of all good government”
Anne le Févre was educated by her father, a renowned classical scholar, and at the age of twentythree, she published an edition of fragments by the Alexandrian poet Callimachus (1674). This
brought her to the attention of Pierre Daniel Huet the editor of the famous Delphin Classics
collection of scholarly works who, over the next nine years, commissioned her to do four major
translations for that series. In 1681, Dacier – being one of the few people in France, and the only
woman, who was so skilled – ventured into Greek texts with her French rendition of the poet
Sappho. In the following years, she published new translations of Anacreon, Plautus, Aristophanes,
and Terence.
In 1683, after the death of her estranged husband, she married the classicist, André Dacier, who
had once been one of her father’s students. While they were a well-matched couple, it was no
secret that Anne was the more assertive and intellectual of the pair. She had, they said, a certain
vigor that her husband lacked: "In intellectual productions common to both," Boileau commented,
"she is the father." Nonetheless, they famously collaborated on several translations, most notably
new French versions of Plutarch and Marcus Aurelius.
Madame Dacier was one of the literary and scholarly stars of the French court. Voltaire declared
her to be "one of the prodigies of the century of Louis XIV" and Gilles Ménage was so
overwhelmed by her learning and her philosophical insights that he dedicated his History of
Women Philosophers to her noting that she was “the most erudite woman in the present or the past.” At the conclusion of that book, he
praised her directly for being “very fond of the history of philosophy and also very well acquainted with it, as evidenced by your notes
on the book of Marcus Aurelius. I hope this work will not be displeasing to you.”
Many of Dacier’s translations of the classics were subsequently rendered into English by translators who preferred to work from her
graceful and scholarly French rather than having to deal with the more challenging Latin or Greek originals.

Anne Dacier’s Masterful Translation of Marcus Aurelius’ Meditations
with her long Preface defending both ancient Stoicism and her own modern Christian version
Reflexions morales de l’empereur Marc Antonin, avec des remarques
(The Moral Reflections of the Emperor, Marcus Aurelius Antonius, with
remarks), Claude Barbin, Paris, 1691. Volume I : 1 blank leaf + TP + [i]-[xlii] =
Preface + [xliii]-[ccxxix] = La vie de Marc Aurele Antonin + [ccxxx] = Privilege
du Roy + [1]-284 + 2 blank leaves ; Volume II : 2 blank leaves + TP + 291-747
+ [748] = Fautes d’impression + 2 blank leaves, 12 mo. First Edition.
$ 2,500
With the lovely engraved vignette by Clerc at the top of page 1 showing the
warrior Emperor sitting outside his tent and writing his Meditations.
Working with her husband, André, Madame Dacier translated the Meditations,
but the remarks in the long, 42-page “Preface” are all her own. There she
presented her summary and analysis of Marcus Aurelius’ thought, defending the
classical Stoic perspective with philosophically sophisticated arguments while
simultaneously tempering some of the Emperor’s more heathen positions with
her own passionately held Christian brand of Stoicism. In that same essay, she
also used the truths of Stoicism to pointedly attack and excoriated the Epicurean
philosophy which was then becoming fashionable in France.
Dacier was received into the Academy of Ricovrati of Padus in 1684 and, shortly
thereafter, she and her husband abjured their reformed religion and converted to
Catholicism. Back in Paris, they were received by the King and the first
president of the Paris parliament, M. de Harley, who lent them his country house
at Ménil-Montant. It was on this quiet estate that they pursued de Harley’s
suggestion to translate Marcus Aurelius, a task that they tackled together, and
where Madame Dacier composed the remarks found in her “Preface.” The book
also contains a 186-page biography of Marcus Aurelius complied from ancient
sources which the couple dedicated to de Harley.

Regarded as one of the most learned women of her times, her fame was such that even Edward Gibbon, in his Decline and Fall of
the Roman Empire, cites her in one of his wry footnotes chastising Marcus Aurelius for his blind forgiveness of his wildly
libertine wife, Faustsina: “In his Meditations he thanks the gods, who had bestowed on him a wife so faithful, so gentle, and of
such a wonderful simplicity of manners. (The world has laughed at the credulity of Marcus; but Madame Dacier assures us [and
we may credit a lady] that the husband will always be deceived, if the wife condescends to dissemble.)” So clearly, not all of her
“Remarks” were purely philosophical.
Beautiful 19th century full-leather bindings with gilt bordering to the front and rear panels. The spines have five ribs with two black
titling fields and gilt lettering. The inside of the front fly leaf has an old ad for this book pasted in along with another small paste-in
showing two small graphics (from someone’s library?). An absolutely gorgeous and amazingly well-preserved copy of this famous
translation of Marcus Aurelius.

“No philosopher has given greater precepts of morality than has Homer…”
…with almost 700 pages of insightful “remarques” by Anne Dacier
l’Iliade d’Homere, Traduite en François, avec des remarques Par Madame Dacier (The Iliad of Homer, Translated into
French with remarks by Madame Dacier). Rigaud, Paris, 1711. Volume I: 1 leaf with engraved picture of a war council outside
Troy titled “ΜΗΝΙC ΑΧΙΛΗΟC” + TP + 1 blank leaf + [iii]-lxxii = Preface + [1]-38 + 1 leaf with engraved picture of Homer on
verso + 39-45 + [46] = Argument du I. Livre + 1 blank leaf + [1]-522 + [523] = Omissions & fautes à corriger + 1 blank leaf;
Volume II: 2 blank leaves + TP + [i]-[ii] = Argument du VII. Livre + [1]-621 + [622] = Omissions & fautes à corriger + 1 blank
leaf; Volume III: 2 blank leaves + TP + [1]-616 + [617] = Approbation + [618]-[620] = Privilege du Roy + [621] = Omissions &
fautes à corriger + 1 blank leaf. 12 mo. First Edition of this translation.
$ 2,000
There are many mistaken references online (several
from scholars who should know better) saying that
this work was published in 1699. Instead, it first
appeared in this 1711 edition.
Madame Dacier’s French translation of Homer’s
Iliad was widely acclaimed as both a faithful
translation and a graceful example of French prose.
Her aim was to present Greek-less readers with a
French version of Homer "much less altered than in
previous translations, where he was so strangely
disfigured as to be no longer recognizable." In this
she succeeded admirably by electing to translate the
work in a free flowing prose style rather than forcing
the text into the rigid compromises demanded by a
matching poetic rendition.
But while her accomplished translation certainly
brought a graceful and accessible version of Homer
to French readers, it was her valuable and
perspicacious “Remarques” – which took up fully
40% of the pages in the back of each of these three
volumes – that presented her insightful philosophical
understanding and appreciation of Homer and of his
poetic masterpiece.
Dacier firmly believed that Homer had important
lessons still to teach modern readers. At times, she
all but revels in the otherness of the Homeric past –
declaring boldly in her Preface: “As for me ... I find those ancient times all the more beautiful in that they so little resemble our
own.” She also tried gamely to argue that Homer's gods, even at their seemingly most immoral, still embodied a “noble
simplicity” that could serve as a model for her own age of luxury and artifice.
Her translation of Homer into French was considered authoritative until the early twentieth century
Contemporary full leather bindings which have been given a bare minimum of professional help. A truly lovely set of this influential
translation of Homer by Madame Anne Dacier.

Anne Dacier Joins Battle with Antoine Houdar de la Motte
in the famous “Quarrel between the Ancients and the Moderns”
Des Causes de la Corruption du Goust (On the Causes of the Corruption of Taste). Rigaud, Paris, 1714. 1 blank leaf + TP +
[1]-614 + [615] = Omissions à suppléer + [616] = Fautes d’impression & Approbation + [617]-[619] = Privilege du Roy. 12 mo.
First Edition.
$ 1,500
Based on a single incident (when she inscribed an autograph book with a
quote from Sophocles: “Silence is the ornament of women”), Anne Dacier
has sometimes been portrayed as a retiring aristocratic lady who considered
public intellectual combat to be demeaning to her status as a woman.
Had this been true, Dacier would never have published so many works under
her own name and she would certainly never have entered into the furious
debate that was set off by her translation of Homer whose faithfulness to the
original text was in stark contrast to a translation published by Antoine
Houdar de la Motte in 1714.
Representing the “moderns” in this argument, Antoine Houdar de la Motte
published his version of Homer radically altering the text to suit modern
sensibilities while criticizing the stylistic and moral flaws of Homer
compared with the poetry of modern France. As he did this, de la Motte –
who knew no Greek – reduced the epic to twelve books and took the liberty,
as he wrote in his defense, "to change what I thought disagreeable" in the
poem. He called his rendering an "imitation," rather than a translation.
In response to this affront – which she considered to be a travesty on several
levels – Dacier published her major treatise on aesthetics: On the Causes of
the Corruption of Taste. There, she unconditionally defended the superiority
of classical literature, notably the epics of Homer, over the literary products
of modern France and lambasted La Motte’s translation of Homer while
providing a point-by-point refutation of his critique of antiquity.
This lengthy treatise also permitted Anne to declare her philosophical
allegiance to Aristotle on artistic questions – defending his theory of art,
language, mimesis, and moral education – before expanding into her own
philosophy of art and language. In Des Causes, Madame Dacier’s philosophical aesthetic places the question of taste at the very
center of her investigation. For Dacier, “taste” is a central indicator of the general moral and political quality of society. The
capacity of a particular culture to produce and appreciate sublime works of art, especially literary works, indicates that culture’s
degree of moral and civic maturity. The decline of literary taste, she claims, presages a decline in virtue . “If we tolerate false
[artistic] principles spoiling the mind and judgment [of our young people], there are no more resources left for them. Bad taste
and ignorance will finish off this work of leveling… It is literature which is the source of good taste, of politeness, and of all good
government”
Throughout, Dacier praises the achievement of ancient Greece and judges modern France as decadent by comparison. Declaring
herself a partisan of Aristotle, she defends the mimetic thesis that art imitates nature, but she redefines “nature” to include the
psychology of the characters depicted and the predominant traits of the society that are mirrored in art. Her philosophy of
language defends the value of metaphorical speech against the rationalist charge of opacity. For Anne, classical literature
possesses ethical as well as formal value inasmuch as it can encourage the formation of moral and even religious virtues in the
character of the modern Christian reader. Through a process of empathetic imitation by its audience, great art, as exemplified by
Homer’s epics, encourages the ascent of the moral, social, and political virtues central to civilization.
For Dacier, the only solution to this cultural decline is the neoclassical one: a renewed study of classical languages and literature,
with a new literary effort to imitate classical authors in vernacular works along with an effort to renew political society through
the imitation of the civic virtues exalted by Homer and similar Greco-Roman authors.
The intellectual sparring between Dacier and de la Motte re-ignited the long-simmering querelle des anciens et des modernes
(The Quarrel between the Ancients and the Moderns) which had been brewing for most of the previous century. Dacier thus
became a major player in this last great upheaval of the fight so central to the culture wars of the late 17th and early 18th centuries.
(In England, the dispute was called “The Battle of the Books”, but it was nowhere near as fierce there as it was in France.)
Contemporary boards with a new period-styled spine. The spine has five ribs with elegant gilt decorations and lettering in the
compartments. A lovely copy of this confrontational work by Dacier.

ELIZABETH CARTER
[1717-1806]

“France can no longer boast of her Dacier, but must be compelled to own that our women
excel theirs in Sense and Genius, as far as they surpass them in Modesty and Beauty”
Elizabeth Carter was the daughter of a learned cleric who taught her Latin, Greek, and
Hebrew. She also studied French, German, Italian, Portuguese, Arabic, astronomy, ancient
geography, ancient and modern history, and music. Using all of these skills throughout her
life, she excelled as a poet, scholar translator, essayist and prolific letter writer.
Befriended by Samuel Johnson, she contributed two articles to his periodical, The Rambler,
and was known and admired by the author Samuel Richardson, who included her “Ode to
Wisdom” in his 1747 novel Clarissa. Her Poems upon Particular Occasions were published
in 1738 and Poems on Several Occasions in 1762. It was, however, her skillful Greek
translation skills that ensured her reputation. In 1749 she began her famous translation, All
the Works of Epictetus Which Are Now Extant, which was completed and published in 1758.
This publication prompted one of the more famous “compliments” of the 18th century when
Johnson remarked that “A man is in general better pleased when he has a good dinner upon
the table than when his wife talks Greek. My old friend, Mrs. Carter, could make a pudding
as well as translate Epictetus from the Greek, and work a handkerchief as well as compose a
poem.” Carter, it has been noted, “is perhaps doomed to be best remembered” for this
“intended compliment.”
For all her domestic accomplishments, real though they were, her life can also be seen as a triumph and a testimony to her struggle to
balance the disparate, often contradictory, claims of matter and spirit, and combine them into a harmonious unity. Carter’s
correspondence with her friend, Catherine Talbot, her poetic Dialogue between Body and Mind, and her translation of All the Works
of Epictetus, all allow the reader to trace her ongoing struggle with these issues and their eventual resolution.

Elizabeth Carter’s Monumental Translation of Epictetus in a Beautiful, Wide-Margin Folio Copy
EPICTETUS. All the Works of Epictetus, which are now extant; consisting of his Discourses, preserved by Arrian, in four
books, the Enchiridion, and fragments. S. Richardson, London, 1758. 1 blank leaf + TP + 2 leaves = Irregular Ode + 6 leaves =
List of Subscribers + [i]-[xxxiv] = Introduction + xxxv-xxxix = Contents + xli-[xlii] = Letter from Arian to Lucius Gellius +
[1]-431 = Discourses of Epictetus + half title + 435-464 = the Enchiridion + half title + 467-502 = Fragments + 503-505 =
Fragments omitted by Mr. Upton + [506]-[512] = Index + [513]-[516] = Appendix. Folio. First Edition of Carter’s Translation.
$ 1,800
Elizabeth’s friend, Catherine Talbot, was the driving force behind her effort to translate the complete works of Epictetus,
constantly encouraging her to continue with the work. Carter did this from 1749 to 1756, but always interrupted her scholarly
endeavors whenever domestic responsibilities made a stronger claim on her sense of duty. In 1755, for instance, she complained
sarcastically to Catherine: “Whoever that somebody or other is, who is to write the life of Epictetus, seeing I have a dozen shirts
to make, I do opine, dear Miss Talbot, that it cannot be I.” Still, she persevered and finally finished the job.
Talbot was her advisor throughout, lending advice on issues of interpretation, most especially cautioning Carter on the conflicts
between Stoic philosophy and Christian teaching. As the book neared completion, Catherine insisted that Elizabeth warn her
readers about the potentially dangerous influence of Epictetus's doctrines, especially his lack of belief in an afterlife, and apparent
recommendation of suicide. Carter followed her friend's advice and added an introduction and footnotes stressing the superiority
of Christianity, even though she believed that, while deists found support for their beliefs in Epictetus, most readers would be
intelligent enough not to be led astray by his teaching. She herself did not agree with the Stoics' suppression of all feeling.
So, despite the favorable comparison to Madame Dacier quoted in the header above (the English were obviously desperate for
some scholarly woman to come forward and pose a challenge to this extraordinary French woman), she was in no way a supporter
of the philosophy to which she devoted nine years of her life. It was more a ‘labor of love’ and an exercise in making this central
figure in ancient Stoicism readily available to the general English public.
Carter’s efforts in this were so successful that the list of subscribers (largely enlisted by Talbot) extends to twelve pages in the
front of the book and includes everyone from the Prince of Wales to Samuel Johnson himself – along with, it should be noted, an
interesting preponderance of women subscribers. Richardson’s first press run was 1,018 copies but even this was not sufficient to
satisfy her list of subscribers, so another 250 copies had to be printed.

The inside front cover of this copy has the following biographical information about Epictetus written in ink in a large florid hand
by a Dr. Edward Bentham:
Epictetus lived about A.D. 90. His Enchiridion contains a masterly sketch of what is called the Stoick Philosophy. This
piece was wrote [sic] by Arrrianus, a constant auditor and scholar of his; who has likewise preserved many of his larger
discourse upon moral subjects. Simplicius wrote an exegetical comment upon the Enchiridion. Dr. Edward Bentham.
Opposite this, on the front fly leaf, in the same hand is a quote from Diogenes Laertius in Greek (nine words), followed by the
following quote from a contemporary reviewer who admires the translation while emphasizing Carter’s notes which highlight the
dangers of Epictetus’ philosophy and specifically noting the superiority of Christianity:
On the appearance of this work, a
periodical writer gave the following
account of it.
“This Lady, as a specimen of her
abilities, has prefixed an excellent
introduction in which she explains
the principles of the heathen
philosophy, and shews how
deficient they are when compared
with those of the Christian system.
In this introduction she displays
extensive Learning, deep reflection
and sound judgment, but, above all,
her zeal for religion, which animates
the whole, deserves the highest
applause. The translation itself is
illustrated with notes which besides
displaying the translator’s reading,
and her great knowledge of the
Greek language, often furnishes us
with a very entertaining anecdote.”
The title page has the following in a
neat ink inscription (in a hand
different from Dr. Bentham’s) across
the top of the page: “Isaac B. Peince’s
bought in New York by the kindness
of M. M. / (October) x mo: 1843. –”
And, finally, just above the text of the
first page of “An Irregular Ode”,
“Eleanor Wyborn” has written her
name in ink.
Contemporary
leather
boards
professionally
and
sympathetically
rebacked with a matching leather spine
with five raised bands and gilt titling on a
red field in the second compartment. The
inside front cover has the ticket of the
bookseller W. Heath of Lincoln’s Inn
Fields in the upper left corner along with
the inscriptions and ownership markings
noted above. The front flyleaf and the first
blank leaf have both been repaired and remargined. Overall, a lovely, widemargined copy of this early scholarly work
by a renowned English gentlewoman.

MERCY OTIS WARREN
[1728-1814]

“Democratic principles are the result of equality of condition”
Mercy Otis Warren, the great female poet and historian of the American Revolution,
received no formal education, but she was allowed to participate in some of the lessons in
history and literature given to her brother, James Otis. She married a farmer and politician,
James Warren, in November of 1754 and they had five children.
Throughout the 1760s, Warren was deeply involved in Boston’s political events driven by
her husband's direct involvement, constant correspondence with her brother, James (who
was famous for coining the phrase "taxation without representation is tyranny"), and her
close friendship with John and Abigail Adams. After her brother's savage beating in 1769,
Mercy continued to play a significant role in revolutionary politics, almost certainly
contributing to the creation of the Committees of Correspondence, an idea first proposed in
1772 during meetings held in her Plymouth home.
For some years, Warren composed poems in private, but in 1772 she published an antiBritish dramatic sketch called The Adulateur which was well received by the public and
between 1773 and 1779, four more political/satirical plays followed. Of The Group (1775),
for instance, it was said that “Warren succeeds in showing the complex filaments of
corruption and cowardice emanating from the Crown's local government. More than simple
propaganda caricature, the play achieves something closer to social satire.”
Following the successful outcome of the Revolution, Warren's writings began to express
her growing disapproval of the direction being taken by America’s politicians. As Massachusetts turned more Federalist, the Warrens
grew more insistently Republican. During the debate over the Constitution in 1788, she published an anonymous pamphlet,
Observations on the new Constitution, warning that the Constitution would create an "aristocratic tyranny" that "must soon terminate
in the most uncontrouled despotism." She opposed ratification, but advocated for a Bill of Rights.
In 1790, Warren published Poems, Dramatic and Miscellaneous and in 1805 her History of the Rise, Progress and Termination of the
American Revolution. She died peacefully at her home in Plymouth, Massachusetts in 1814.

Two Political Plays and Eighteen Poems from America’s Foremost Female Revolutionary
Poems, Dramatic and Miscellaneous, I. Thomas and E. T. Andrews,
Boston, 1790. TP + [iii]-vi = Dedication to George Washington + [vii]-viii =
Contents + [9]-252, large 12mo. First Edition.
$ 2,500
Following Anne Bradstreet and Phyllis Wheatley, Warren’s book of poems is
the third significant body of poetry to be published by an American woman.
While not formally educated, Warren was familiar with the poetry of Pope,
Dryden, Milton and Shakespeare and began to write poetry at an early age. At
the age of 62, she finally published – under her own name – her first volume of
poems and dramatic sketches. Reflective of almost everything she had done up
until this time, the entire book was overtly political, demonstrating her
patriotism and her belief in human liberty.
Beside the eighteen poems (half of which are political), the volume contained
two long verse tragedies, The Sack of Rome and The Ladies of Castile which
appear here for their first and only publication. They, unlike the five wartime
plays, are completed and polished works set outside her contemporary country.
Each speaks directly to the problem of liberty and especially to the social and
moral values that a new republic must protect if it is to survive – themes that
dominate all of Mercy Otis Warren’s post-Revolution writings.
Contemporary full leather boards and spine with gilt lines on spine and gilt title in a
red field. The front board has been professionally reattached leaving the front
outside joint noticeably darker than the rest. The boards are lightly sprung.
Otherwise, this is a lovely copy of this important political/poetic work by
America’s foremost revolutionary woman.

Warren’s History “served as a means to unite her ethical, political and philosophical convictions”
History of the Rise, Progress and Termination of the American Revolution. Interspersed with Biographical,
Political and Moral Observations. E Larkin, Boston, 1805. Volume I: TP + [iii]-viii = An Address to the Inhabitants of the
United States of America + [ix]-xii = Contents + [1]-447 + 1 blank leaf; Volume II: TP + [iii]-vii = Contents + [1]-412; Volume
III: 1 blank leaf + TP + [iii]-vi = Contents + [1]-475. Octavo. First Edition.
$ 12,500
In this three-volume History, Warren specifically eschews a "dry narrative of military havoc," and, instead, spends considerable
time discussing the characters of leading figures of the Revolution – many of whom she knew personally.
This is a first-hand description of people and events as told by a woman who was closely connected with many of the events she
describes – a female revolutionary who is now allied with Jefferson’s Republican party and deep in her opposition to the
Federalists who then dominated Massachusetts politics. It is hardly surprising then that President Thomas Jefferson ordered
subscriptions for himself and for his cabinet and noted his "anticipation of her truthful account of the last thirty years that will
furnish a more instructive lesson to mankind than any equal period known in history."
Despite its frequently critical treatments of the Federalist (most especially her former friend John Adams who was incensed by the
accusations that she leveled against him), Warren's History is considerably more optimistic about the chances for the survival of
an American republic than many of her earlier statements. Here, her support for the Federal Constitution, which she had opposed
in the 1780s, is unstinting. Even with this more equable view of the first years of the Republic, however, Warren's essential
disagreement with the Federalist
approach remained unmistakable.
She never stopped insisting that
true liberty could only be the
expression of a virtuous citizenry,
and could not be managed or
maintained
through
merely
institutional organizations.
Of
all
the
first-generation
historians of the Revolution,
Mercy Otis Warren “had the most
systematic understanding of the
relationship between ideology and
ethics,
the
best-developed
interpretation of how corruption
operated in history, and the
clearest insight into the historian's
role as a social and political
critic.” (The William and Mary
Quarterly).
Her personal involvement with
people and events coupled with
her staunch republicanism and her
providential Puritan view of
history, makes this History one
that continues to generate interest
with scholars, historians and
general readers alike.
Full contemporary marbled sheepskin
with simple gold lines on the spines
along with gilt-lettered, red leather
labels. Boards very slightly sprung.
Text with occasional light foxing.
Housed in a protective open slipcase.
Overall, a lovely set of this important
contribution to our understanding of
the early American experience by one
of its foremost female writers.

ELIZABETH HAMILTON
[1756-1816]

"I must beg your patient attention to minute detail, as it is by reference to facts alone that
the danger of systematizing and arguing from mere hypothesis can be avoided.”
Hamilton was a prominent voice for moral and educational reforms around the turn of the
eighteenth century. She produced epistolary fiction, satire, comical sketches,
philosophical essays, historical biography, theological treatises, and essays on educational
theory. Elizabeth advocated equal education for all and stressed that a solid religious
foundation and an educated citizenry were the keys to correcting societal ills without
political upheaval (this being the time of the Napoleonic Wars). Although she never
married, Hamilton asserted that women should concentrate on pious self-improvement
through education, while maintaining their domestic roles of wife and mother. Despite her
commitment to female domesticity, Hamilton herself circumvented gender limitations. At
a time when female writers were relegated to novels and children's literature, Hamilton
delved into history, philosophy, political satire, educational reform, and Oriental studies –
area normally the exclusive realm of male writers.
Elizabeth was most famous for her 1808 novel, The Cottagers of Glenburnie, (a tale of
the working poor “improved” by the sanitary habits and gentle manners of a servant; a
book which exhibits the heavily moralistic tone that runs through all of Hamilton’s work),
but she also wrote popular pedagogical works including the two offered below along with
Hints addressed to the Patrons and Directors of Schools (1815).
Hamilton was a staunch supporter of women’s rights and of women’s education, but, unlike so many other female radicals of her era,
she placed a strong positive emphasis on women’s domestic roles – claiming that women must be educated so that they can properly
educate and train their sons. In the beginning, she was strongly embraced by the conservative Anti-Jacobin movement because of her
satirical attack on William Godwin and Mary Hays (in her 1800 Memoirs of Modern Philosophers) and her support for feminine
domesticity. However, shortly after the turn of the century, there was a reactionary swing towards the ‘remasculinization’ of culture
and, as a result, critical praise for her works declined. She was particularly censured when indulging in traditionally males areas of
expertise such as history and theology.
Her legacy has been described as that of a writer who aimed “to intellectualize women's culture by popularizing, novelizing, and
thereby disseminating philosophy, theology, and history, and doing so in a way that offered herself as model for the new intellectualdomestic woman.”

Fiercely Fighting for Female Education
Letter on Education, G. G. and J. Robinson, London, 1801. 1 blank leaf + TP + [iii]-viii = Introduction + [1]-413 + [415] =
Publisher’s advertisement + 1 blank leaf, Octavo. First Edition.

Letter on the Elementary Principles of Education: Volume II, G. and J. Robinson, London, 1802. 1 blank leaf + half title
+ TP + [i]-iv = Table of Contents + [1]-455 + [456] = Publisher’s advertisement + 1 blank leaf, Octavo. First Edition.
$ 700
Hamilton's book was published in 1801 as a complete, separate volume, but she added a complimentary second volume in 1802,
slightly amending the title. Thereafter the work was published in two volumes using the longer title. The books met with
considerable acclaim being printed in seven editions by 1837.
In Letters, Hamilton became one of the first theorists to apply educational psychology to teaching and to emphasize the early
years as crucial for the development of the mind. In addition, she recommended equal education for all children, and argued
against corporal punishment and rote learning. The foundation of her approach came from the philosopher/psychologist David
Hartley, and makes use of the association of ideas as the fundamental basis of education. "Neither Edgeworth nor Hamilton
challenged the primary domestic, subordinate position of women, yet within their work there are clear indications of a desire for
greater recognition of women's work, of a proper valuation of their lives, for, as Hamilton argued: 'Nor can I, perhaps, plead the
cause of my sex more effectively, than by explaining the influence of early education; and thus rendering it evident to every
unprejudiced mind, that if women were so educated as to qualify for the proper performance of this momentous duty, it would do
more towards the progressive improvement of the species, than all the discoveries of science and the researches of philosophy.'”
Contemporary full mottled leather with gilt decorations on the spines and titling and volume numbers in gilt on green fields. There is a
bit of wear to the spine edges, but this is a really beautiful clean and tight set of these well-margined books. They are copies just about
as nice as one could hope to attain of this 1801/2 work.

An “Unladylike” Discourse on Christian Theology and Morals
Letters Addressed to the Daughter of a Nobleman, on the Formation of Religious and Moral Principle. T. Cadell
and W. Davies, London, 1806. Volume 1: 1 blank leaf + TP + [v]-xxiii] = Preface + [xxv]-xxxi = Contents + [1]-257 + 1 blank
leaf; Volume 2: 1 blank leaf + TP + [v]-xiv = Contents + [1]-271 + 1 blank leaf, Octavo. First Edition.
$ 650
Hamilton continued her discourses in letters, and, in 1806, after spending six months supervising the education of a nobleman's
daughter in Essex, she published Letters Addressed to the Daughter of a Nobleman, on the Formation of Religious and Moral
Principle in which she discussed such topics as Sunday observance, humility, the workings of Providence, and self-control.
Returning home to Edinburgh from that assignment, Elizabeth wrote to her former pupil, the Lady Elizabeth, and to her sisters in
an effort to supplement the instructions she had begun during that “too short” visit of just six months. Although not challenging
the domestic role of women (and opposing the radical stance taken by some of her female contemporaries), Hamilton strongly
supports a thorough education for women so that they can better pursue their maternal role of raising children properly – both in
the ways of knowledge and the ways of morality.
Thus, the first volume is devoted almost entirely to the proper virtues of a young noblewoman and how these are to be practiced
in the real world. The second volume is, however, much more religiously philosophical in its intention and execution. The origins
of “natural religion” is extensively investigated – including Greece and Rome – along with a history of the Jewish faith and an
examination of the Old Testament. How this relates to Christianity is then examined in detail and the Christian virtues are
revisited and reaffirmed.
Despite all these efforts, Hamilton's peers derided her discourse on Christian theology as “unladylike.”
Contemporary full leather with gilt decoration on the spine, title and volume number in gilt on a red field. There is the mildest of wear
to the spine edges. Overall, this a remarkably well-preserved, attractive, clean and tight set of books.

MARY WOLLSTONECRAFT
[1759-1797]

"A being cannot be termed rational or virtuous, who obeys any authority, but that of reason”
The second of seven children, Mary Wollstonecraft was born in 1759 to a London family.
For much of her childhood and adolescence, she faced various domestic issues; her father
squandered their comfortable income when Mary was a child and also subjected the family
to continuous abuse. She received a haphazard and meager education, yet was a gifted
intellectual who turned what little knowledge she had learned into a legendary career.
In 1787, Mary took a job as governess to a wealthy family in Ireland, yet soon left her
position to embark on a career as a writer, publishing a novel and a children’s book. Her
choice to become a writer was a daunting and radical one, but she fulfilled the dream that
she articulated to her sister Everina – to become “the first of a new genus.” In London, she
found employment writing reviews and translating texts with a successful publisher, Joseph
Johnson, who over the years introduced her first to Thomas Paine and later to William
Godwin. In 1790, she published Vindication of the Rights of Men which gained her almost
immediate fame. Following this triumph, she wrote and published A Vindication of the
Rights of Women, a foundational work in the feminist movement, in 1792 before moving to
France in December of that year to participate and aid in the French Revolution
While in France, she fell in love with Gilbert Imlay, with whom she faked a marriage (to
avoid execution during the Reign of Terror) and had her first child, Fanny, before he
suddenly abandoned her. Completely alone in a foreign country, Mary stood strong, a living testament to female resilience, and
continued to raise her child, battle severe depression, and navigate the nightmarish Reign of Terror, all the while writing a history of
the early revolution. Over the next few years, she persistently attempted to win Imlay back, yet faced rejection each time, resulting in
two unsuccessful suicide attempts. After her second suicide attempt, she returned to the literary society with Godwin, Paine, and
Johnson, and then began a slow but passionate love affair with William Godwin. In 1797, they married, providing Mary with a
relationship that offered the happiness, stability, and reciprocal love she had desired throughout her whole life. This marriage ended
five months later, when Wollstonecraft died from an infection after giving birth to her second daughter, Mary (who would later run off
with the poet, Shelley, and also write Frankenstein). Upon her death, a devastated Godwin wrote to a friend, “I firmly believe there
does not exist her equal in the world.” Even now, this statement remains true. Mary Wollstonecraft was a truly singular woman; not
only a passionate and successful advocate for social change and equality, but an astute intellectual whose ideas dramatically altered
the course of history for men and women alike.

The Second Edition of Original Stories
with William Blake’s Illustrations (his “wordless sermons”) added for the first time
Original Stories from Real Life, with Conversations Calculated to Regulate the Affections and Form the Mind to
Truth and Goodness. J. Johnson, London, 1791. Frontispiece illustration + TP + [iii]-vi = Preface + [vii]-viii = Introduction +
[ix]-[xii] = Contents + [1]-177 + [178]-[180] = Publisher’s advertisements, 12 mo. Second Edition (but the first thus with
Blake’s six illustrations appearing opposite the TP and inserted at pages 24, 74, 94, 114 & 173). [Windle A3b]
$ 8,000
The first edition of Original Stories from Real Life appeared in 1788; a fictionalized account of Wollstonecraft’s experiences as
governess for the daughters of a noble family in Dublin. Repackaging the tenets of her first book (Thoughts on the Education of
Daughters) in novelistic form, this work present Mrs. Mason (a thinly disguised Wollstonecraft) as she “introduces two girls to
the realities of poverty, hunger and child mortality. Their best education lies not in accomplishments with a view to the marriage
market – in practice a property market – but in responsible fellow-feeling for the obscure, the rude the weak and misused.”
Wollstonecraft’s teaching proved to be remarkably effective. Her eldest charge, Margaret, would eventually leave her husband
and establish a free relationship with her lover, abandoning “class and country for her own experimental course that would allow
her to develop a medical practice, decades ahead of the first professional women doctors.”
This copy includes William Blake’s illustrations that appeared in only some copies of the book – which was offered at two
shilling without the illustrations and two shillings six pence if Blake’s pictures were present. Blake’s “woodcuts break with earlier
eighteenth-century styles, the rococo ornamentation associated with aristocratic frivolity in Watteau or the property-portraiture of
house, estates, horses, dogs, guns, wives and heirs. Blake’s illustrations for Real Life have the purity of his poem ‘Visions of the
Daughters of Albion’, a protest against the existing order that ‘inclose’d [a woman’s] infinite brain into a narrow circle’. In
perfect harmony with Mary Wollstonecraft, he shifts inward and light up states of being: pity, grief, devotion. His illustrations are
wordless sermons. Mrs. Mason appears in white, a stand–in for God; her arms are stretched out to form a cross, but without the
usual iconography of pain: this model is not the martyr inducing voyeuristic emotions of horror. She has the purer, altruistic
appeal of a teacher who wants to be of “use’.” [Gordon, pp. 92-96, 133]

Blake’s six intaglio copper-plate engravings exist in two different states. Easson and Essick reports “the existence of an early state
of the pls. ‘prior to the first edition’” noting that only “the first state of pls. 1 and 2… were in fact published with some copies of
the book”, but “only a few copies have the first state”. This copy has plates 1 & 2 in the second state and 3-6 in the first state.
Contemporary full leather binding with some wear and a bit of light gouging, most especially to the front board. Simply and
sympathetically rebacked with gilt double-banding. This is a pretty copy of this doubly important book (Wollstonecraft & Blake).
Preserved in a lovely custom cardboard ship case with paper identification label.

The Second Edition of the Most Revolutionary Work
by this Most Revolutionary Woman – The Very Beginnings of Modern Feminism
-

A Vindication of the Rights of Woman with strictures on political and moral subjects. Vol. 1 [all published]. J. Johnson,
London, 1792. TP + [iii]-xiv = Dedication to Talleyrand + [xv] = Advertisement + [xvii]-xix = Contents + [1]-452, Octavo.
Second Edition. (Windle A5b)
$ 4,800
Published in the same year as the first edition with identical printing and pagination.
Mary Wollstonecraft declared that her argument was “built on this simple principle that, if woman be not prepared by education
to become the companion of man, she will stop the progress of knowledge, for truth must be common to all”’
A Vindication of the Rights of Woman was written against the tumultuous background of the French Revolution and the debates
that it spawned in Britain. Wollstonecraft first entered this fray in 1790 with A Vindication of the Rights of Men, her response to
Burke’s Reflection on the Revolution in France (also 1790) in which he had criticized the many British thinkers who welcomed
the early stages of the French Revolution. While these enthusiasts saw the revolution as analogous to Britain's own Glorious
Revolution of 1688, Burke argued that the appropriate historical analogy was the English Civil War of 1642–1651 in which
Charles I had lost his head. Burke viewed the French revolution as the violent overthrow of a legitimate government and in
Reflections he argued that citizens do not have the right to revolt against their government because civilization is the result of
social and political consensus; its traditions cannot be continually challenged – the result would be anarchy.
One of the key arguments of Wollstonecraft's Rights of Men, published just six weeks after Burke's Reflections and in direct
response to it, is that rights cannot be based on tradition. Rights, she argues, should be conferred because they are reasonable and
just, regardless of their basis in tradition.

Then in 1791, Talleyrand presented his Rapport sur l'instruction publique to the French National Assembly and it incited
Wollstonecraft to pen this impassioned response defending the Rights of Woman. Talleyrand had proposed:
Let us bring up women, not to aspire to advantages which the Constitution denies them, but to know and appreciate those
which it guarantees them… The paternal home is better for the education of women; they have less need to learn to deal
with the interests of others and should accustom themselves to a calm and secluded life.
Wollstonecraft flippantly and sarcastically dedicated the Rights of Woman to Talleyrand: "Having read with great pleasure a
pamphlet which you have lately published, I dedicate this volume to you; to induce you to reconsider the subject, and maturely
weigh what I have advanced respecting the rights of woman and national education."
In her Rights of Men, as the title suggests, Wollstonecraft was concerned with the rights of particular men (18th-century British
men) while in the Rights of Woman, she is concerned with the rights afforded to "Woman", an abstract category. She does not
isolate her argument to 18th-century women or even to just British women. The first chapter of the Rights of Woman addresses
the issue of natural rights and asks who possesses those inalienable rights and on what grounds. She answers that since natural
rights are given by God, for one segment of society to deny them to another segment is a sin. The Rights of Woman thus engages
not only specific events in France and Britain but raises much larger issues that can only be dealt with from a much broader
perspective. The gauntlet of universal woman’s rights had finally been thrown down in a way that could no longer be ignored.
Contemporary marbled boards with a recent calf spine which has gilt title lettering on a black field. There is just a bit of wear to the
front and back boards. With two small bookplates to the inside front cover – one an armorial crest without name or writing of any kind
and the other noting a more recent owner, Sarah Peter, which come with a small graphic and the notation: “Corpus Scriptorum
Feminarium.” The inner joints are lightly cracked but holding absolutely firm. Overall, a very pretty copy of this immensely important
(and, in the second edition, affordable) book.

Third Edition of A Vindication of the Rights of Woman
A Vindication of the Rights of Woman with strictures on political and moral subjects. Vol. 1 [all published]. J. Johnson,
London, 1796. TP + [iii]-xiv = Dedication to Talleyrand + xv = Advertisement + [xvii]-xix = Contents + [1]-452, Octavo.
Third Edition. (Windle A5g)
$ 4,500
Published four years after the first edition, but still with identical printing and pagination.
Contemporary pale greenish boards with a cream-colored spine that is lightly discolored. The spine has six unevenly spaced ribs and
the title hand-lettered as “Rights of Woman” in the third compartment. Inserted at page 404 is a fragment of a contemporary letter
from Brands [????] Antiquities to George Hopkinson with information on the availability of two books and the price of tea that can be
ordered. This is a gorgeous, large-paged, wide-margined and completely uncut copy of this immensely important (and, in this third
edition, affordable) book.

“If ever there was a book calculated to make a man in love with its author,
that appears to me to be the book.” [William Godwin]
Letters Written During a Short Residence in Sweden, Norway, and Denmark. J. Johnson, London, 1796. 2 blank
leaves + TP + [i]-[ii] = Advertisement + [1]-262 + [263]-[264] = Appendix + [265]-[266] = Notes + [267]-[268] = Publisher’s
advertisements + 2 blank leaves, Octavo. First Edition. (Windle A7a)
$ 2,000
With the often missing publisher’s ads in the rear.
These letters – purportedly written to her lover, Gilbert Imlay –
record Wollstonecraft’s observations while on a trip pursuing his
interests in Scandinavia. It is regarded to be the first book
published by a woman about a business trip.
Traveling with her child and a maid, Wollstonecraft was
consumed by a great personal depression, fueled by her constant
doubts about Imlay’s affections and fidelity – uncertainties
which resulted in two later suicide attempt.
But the book is most famous for its vivid picture of life and
social conditions in Sweden, Norway and Denmark at this time
including the inns, the peasants, the food, the state of the roads
and the towns she passed through. Most of all, this book was
revered for its descriptions of landscape and scenery.
As her biographer, Claire Tomalin reports, "when Johnson
published the Letters, they found an enthusiastic public, not least
among young poets. The wording of her description of the
waterfalls she visited… appears to have played a part in
inspiring Coleridge’s description of the sacred river Alph in
Xanadu; and the theme of the book… set a fashion for questing
romantic journeys. Byron, Wordsworth, Shelley and Mary’s as
yet unborn daughter Mary… all read and followed in Mary
Wollstonecraft’s footsteps.” (p. 228)
This book also helped her to find a new love, enchanting the
radical William Godwin who later declared that "if ever there
was a book calculated to make a man in love with its author, this
appears to be the book." Wollstonecraft and Godwin met shortly
after this book was published and, soon after, she became
pregnant with the poet Shelley’s future wife. The couple married
in 1797, but Wollstonecraft died giving birth to Mary Godwin.
Contemporary ¾ leather with worn marbled boards and gilt
decorations/titling to the spine. With a contemporary former owner’s
signature to the top of the title page and the armorial bookplate of
John Nicol Fergusson Pixley affixed to the inside rear cover. A
lovely copy of this charming work by Wollstonecraft.

The Posthumous Works of “the most remarkable woman of her time,
perhaps in the whole history of the world” [William Godwin]
Posthumous Works of the Author of A Vindication of the Rights of Woman. J. Johnson, London, 1798. Volume I: 1
blank leaf + half title + TP + [i]-[v] = Godwin’s Preface + [vii]-[xi] = Author’s Preface + [xii] = Errata + [xiii] = half title + [xv] =
Contents + [1]-181 + 2 blank leaves; Volume II: 1 blank leaf + half title + TP + half title + [1]-196 + 1 blank leaf; Volume III: 1
blank leaf + half title + TP + half title + [i]-[iii] + Preface + [1]-192 + 1 blank leaf; Volume IV: 2 blank leaves + half title + TP +
half title + [i] = Contents + [ii] = Errata + [1]-195 + 1 blank leaf; small Octavo. First Editions. (Windle A8a)
$ 7,000
Following Mary Wollstonecraft’s death in childbirth, her husband, William Godwin, was so distraught that he couldn’t even bring
himself to attend the funeral. Instead, following his life-long habit, Godwin threw himself into work and, within four months, had
delivered the text for both the Posthumous Works and the Memoirs of the Author of a Vindication of Woman to the publisher.
As noted by William St. Clair: “The Posthumous Works, which are in four volumes, consist of the incomplete Wrongs of Woman,
some notes for the second part of The Rights of Woman which was never written, an incomplete tale called The Cave of Fancy,
and various practical hints relating to the upbringing of children… In addition to these writing which had always been intended
for publication, Godwin filled most of [the later] two volumes with transcripts of Mary’s letters to Gilbert Imlay, boldly
proclaiming in the Preface to contain ‘the finest examples of the language of sentiment and passion ever presented to the world’,
superior even to those in Goethe’s Sorrows of Young Werther, and ‘the offspring of a glowing imagination and a heart penetrated
with the passion it essays to describe.’ The letters covered Mary’s first meeting with Imlay, their love affair, the birth of Fanny,
Mary’s threatened suicides, and the long painful breakdown of their relationship.” (p. 181)
The incomplete The Wrongs of Woman, or Maria – which comprises most of the first two volumes of this collection – was
another of Wollstonecraft’s feminist tour de forces. As noted by her biographer, Janet Todd, it was “clear on the political,
economic, and legal ills of women, the wife’s inability to own property, her lack of rights over her children when separated, the
physical and financial abuse of men, together with the salve: the help women might give each other across class.” The novel’s
heroine was “literally a prisoner of sex, immured in a madhouse by her husband so that he can control her property, and she traced
the maze of legal and domestic oppression of woman to the same conclusion reached by the Vindication: Was not the world a
vast prison and women slaves?”
Contemporary maroon cloth, beautifully rebacked to match original spines with gilt lettering, lines and volume numbers. A really
lovely set of this impressive posthumous collection of Wollstonecraft’s works.

MARY HAYS
[1759-1843]

"Of all the systems...which human nature in its moments of intoxication has produced;
that which men have contrived with a view to forming the minds, and regulating
the conduct of women, is perhaps the most completely absurd."
No image survives of
Mary Hays who
considered herself
without physical
attractions. She was
reputedly mocked by
some of her
contemporaries for
her alleged
homeliness.

In contrast to her turbulent career as an iconoclastic feminist philosopher and writer, Mary Hays
lived quietly for the first seventeen years of her life. Born in 1760 to a large Dissenting family
outside of London, Hays was an intelligent, yet shy child. In 1777, she met and fell in love with
John Eccles, who died in 1780 just before they had planned to marry.
Devastated by her loss, Hays turned to reading, writing, and corresponding with political reformers.
After befriending other writers and political reformers, Hays published her first work in 1786.
Through these mentors, Hays was introduced to the leaders and teachings of Rational Dissenters
and Non-Conformists of the period, and published numerous pieces influenced by their system of
thought. She addressed objections to religious practices and even religion itself, attracting attention
from various intellectuals throughout England. Around this time, Hays became involved with the
London circle of Jacobin intellectuals, including George Dyer, William Godwin, Mary
Wollstonecraft, and other writers. She and Wollstonecraft became close friends, so much so that
Hays tended to her on her deathbed.

Her friendship with these authors and her notoriety immortalized her in numerous novels; she is portrayed as Lady Gertrude Sinclair
in Charles Lloyd’s Edmund Oliver, and roundly excoriated for her liberal social philosophy when portrayed as Bridgetina Botherim in
Elizabeth Hamilton’s novel Memoirs of Modern Philosophers where Hays was satirized as a sex-hungry man-chaser.
In her writings, Mary’s disregard for social expectations and her unwillingness to conform to patriarchal desires are admirable; a
testimony to female empowerment and an example for other oppressed women. She published powerful indictments of the patriarchy
and the unjust class system, passionately advocating for the voiceless women and ruthlessly exposing the exploitative and toxic nature
of the male-dominated political, economic, and social climate. In her works, Hays did not seek fame or glory, but merely to improve
the quality of life for women who had been so greatly disadvantaged by the limitations of society. Towards the end of her life, she
published didactic works in an effort to educate the lower classes on the economy and offer them guidance toward financial success.
In the early months of 1843, Hays died quietly, yet her legacy and the marks she made on politics, the economy, society, and feminism
still live with us today.

A Six-Volume Collection of Biographies of “Illustrious” and “Distinguished” Women
“My pen has been taken up in the cause and for the benefit of my own sex…
I have at heart… their advancement in the grand scale of rational and social existence.”
Female Biography; or, Memoirs of Illustrious and Celebrated Women, of All Ages and Countries. Richard Phillips,
London, 1803. Volume I: TP + [iii]-viii = Preface + [ix]-xxvi = Alphabetical Table of Contents + [1]-238 + *169-238* - 239316; Volume II: TP + [1]-404; Volume III: TP + [1]-444; Volume IV: TP + [1]-504; Volume V: TP + [1]-527; Volume VI: TP +
[1]-476; 12 mo. First Editions.
$ 6,000
Hay’s “Preface” to Female Biography is a bold, clear and lyrical announcement of her revolutionary intentions:
My pen has been taken up in the cause and for the benefit of my own sex. For their improvement, and to their
entertainment, my labours have been devoted…I have at heart the happiness of my sex, and their advancement in the
grand scale of rational and social existence. I perceive, with mingled concern and indignation, the follies and vices by
which they suffer themselves to be degraded. If, through prudence or policy, the generous contention between the sexes
for intellectual equality must be waved, be not, my amiable country-women, poorly content with the destination of the
slave of an Eastern haram, with whom the season of youth forms the whole life! A woman who to the graces and
gentleness of her own sex, adds the knowledge and fortitude of the other, exhibits the most perfect combination of
human excellence. Let not the cold sarcasms of the pendant stifle your generous ardour in pursuit of what is praiseworthy: substitute as they fade, for the evanescent graces of youth, the more durable attractions of a cultivated mind;
that, to the intoxicating homage of admiration and love, may succeed the calmer and not less gratifying tribute of
friendship and esteem. To her who, sacrificing at the shrine of fashion, wastes her bloom in frivolity; who, trained but for
the purposes of vanity and voluptuousness, and contemning the characteristic delicacy of her sex, dauntless obtrudes her
charms on the public eye, the jest of the licentious, and the contempt of the severe; dreadful must be the approach of age,

that season of collected thought and of repose to the passions, that will robe her of her only claim to distinction and
regard.
To excite a worthier emulation, the following memorial of those women, whose endowments, or whose conduct, have
reflected lustre upon the sex, is presented most especially to the rising generation, who have not grown old in folly,
whose hearts have not been seared by fashion, and whose minds prejudice has not yet warped.
In Female Biography, Hays created a dictionary of 294 impressive women culled from all ages of human history. The entries are
arranged alphabetically starting with Abbassa (the sister of the fifth caliph and “the most beautiful and accomplished princess of
the east”) and ends with Zenobia (the queen of Palmyra whose “constitution was robust, her habit chaste, temperate, and hardy,
while she excelled in every martial exercise. Her strong understanding, improved by study, rendered her not less able in the
cabinet than formidable in the field”). In between, Hays presents the lives of Anna Marie Schurman, Margaret of Anjou, Ann
Broadstreet [i.e. Bradstreet], Anne Boleyn, Joan of Arc, Aspasia and Mary Astell – just to mention seven of the sixty-eight
women listed under the letter “A” in the Table of Content.
While celebrating women of the past, Hays did not include several more contemporary female luminaries noting that “no
character of eminence will, in the following work, I trust, be found omitted, except among those who have come nearer to our
own times; of whom, for reasons unnecessary to be detailed, but few have been brought forward.” Most notably missing is Hays
great friend Mary Wollstonecraft whom she tended on her deathbed. Hays had, however, written an extensive adulatory obituary
of Wollstonecraft which appeared shortly after Godwin’s Memoirs of the Author of A Vindication of the Rights of Woman had
created a storm of controversy regarding her life, her politics and, most especially, her morals.
If Wollstonecraft was neglected throughout the 19th century, Hays and her writing received even less critical evaluation or
academic attention until the 20th century’s emerging feminist movement.
20th century half-calf binding with marbled boards rendered lovingly in a period style. Five ribs on the spine with gilt decorations and
gilt titling on a red field. There are inked number 28046 written in the center of title page and the numbers 23556 to 23561 written on
the verso of each volume’s title page. A truly beautiful set of this early work in feminist scholarship.

JANE MARCET
[1769–1858]

“The study of intellectual philosophy prevents us from wasting our time and ingenuity in
idle fancies and speculations, that can lead to no knowledge, and be productive of no usefulness.”
Born Jane Haldimand in London in 1769, she was educated at home where she developed an
early interest in various intellectual subjects including science, literature and art. At the age of
30, she married Alexander Gaspard Marcet, a political exile from Geneva who was a
practicing physician and an amateur chemist. Jane was intrigued by her new husband’s vast
knowledge and devoted herself to learning more from him on a wide variety of subjects.
Alexander was particularly fascinated with chemistry and as Jane became more interested in
that discipline, they began conducting experiments together in a home laboratory, exploring
and questioning the scientific principles involved.
Marcet’s literary career began in 1805 when she published her first book, Conversations of
Chemistry, Intended More Especially for the Female Sex. The subtitle reveals her purpose and
what would become her life’s work. Well aware of the gaping holes in women’s early
education and how they prevented them from continuing to expand their intellectual life, she
undertook to present advanced topics in a way that worked around these educational flaws.
Her books on chemistry, economics (Conversations on Political Economy), science
(Conversations on Natural Philosophy) and philosophy (Conversations on the Intellectual
Philosophy) were written in precise language, but with amazingly approachable directness
and simplicity. In her prefaces, Marcet explicitly addresses issues of whether such knowledge
is suitable for women and argues persuasively against traditional objections which, she states,
have now been overridden in public opinion. Women must be included in the conversation!
In writing such accessible works, Jane facilitated women’s understanding of hitherto impenetrable subjects, but, more important, she
prepared them to actively participate in the intellectual life of the nation. Her educational revolution promoted feminism by including
readers – so poorly prepared by their meager primary education – in the intellectual conversations of the day. Using her own education
and writing skills to teach those who formerly had no access to scientific fields, she helped to reduce the systematic and institutional
denial of information to women, and increase their political, economic, and educational activity. With her works, ordinary women
were – for the first time – included in the discourse of several intellectual fields that had been so pointedly denied to them in the past.

Inviting Women into the Economic Debates of the Day
Conversations on Political Economy. Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and
Brown, London, 1816. 1 blank leaf + TP + [v]-ix = Preface + [xi]-xii = Table of
Contents + [1]-464 + 1 blank leaf. First Edition.
$ 1,500
Conversations on Political Economy is Marcet’s masterful presentation of the
complexities of contemporary economic debates, recounting and explaining the
positions and arguments of such contemporary political economists as Adam
Smith, Thomas Robert Malthus, and David Ricardo.
Marcet does this by packaging these concepts in a conversational dialogue
between a teacher (Mrs. B.) and a student (Caroline). As the book unfolds, the
two explore and explain the concepts of property, labor, capital, wages (including
the conditions of the poor), sources of revenue, value, price, money, commerce
and foreign trade. The book’s casual conversational style is richly informative
while presenting these challenging topics in easy-to-understand language.
With the publication of this book, more and more women were encouraged to
engage in the economic discourse which had formerly been the provenance solely
of men. Conversations on Political Economy proved to be immensely popular, for
the first time bringing women into the lively national conversations on
economics.
Contemporary full leather with gilt decoration and lettering to a black field on the
spine. A clean, tight and bright copy of this work so important in expanding women’s
exposure to the economic and political issues of their day.

Castigated for Being “a Dangerous Insinuator of ‘Metaphysics’ into Innocent Minds”!
Conversations on the Intellectual Philosophy; or, a Familiar Explanation of the Nature and Operations of the
Human Mind. Edward Bull, London, 1829. Volume I: Half title with publisher’s ads on verso + TP + [vii]-ix = Contents + [1]308; Volume II: TP + [v]-vi = Preface + [vii]-v = Contents + [1]-300. 12 mo. First Edition.
$ 2,500
Published the same year as her Conversations on Vegetable Physiology: Comprehending the Elements of Botany with Their
Application to Agriculture, this is not only Jane Marcet’s rarest, but also her most ambitious intellectual work.
Moving into the very heart of intellectual, philosophical debate, Marcet packaged these “conversations” in language that she
considered simple enough to explain the problems and methods of philosophy to “a family of children.” In doing this, she claimed
that she was leaning heavily on the example set by Dr. Edward Herbert who conducted such easy-to-understand conversations
with his own children. After a 30-page “Preliminary Sketch” explaining who Dr. Herbert was, his methods, who his children were
and how they fared from this type of education, Jane launches into “Conversation I” which is carried on between Herbert and his
four children, Edward, Charles, Mary and Matilda.
In her exposition of “intellectual philosophy,” Marcet primarily repackages the theories and beliefs of the Scottish philosopher,
Thomas Brown (a student of Dugald Stewart), fully expounding his views on mind, cause and effect, consciousness, conscience,
sensations and emotions.
Brown's philosophy occupies an intermediate place between the earlier Scottish school and the later analytical or associational
psychology, to which he really belonged. He still retained a small quantum of intuitive beliefs, and did not appear to see that the
very existence of these could not be explained by his theory of mental action. Severe criticism of Brown's philosophy came from
Sir William Hamilton in his Discussions (1852) and Lectures on Metaphysics (1859-1860), but he was held in higher esteem by
John Stuart Mill who gave some of his ideas support in his An Examination of Sir William Hamilton’s Philosophy (1865).
When first published, the book was praised in the Literary Gazette as a groundbreaking educational tool while the Atheneum
criticized and excoriated it, claiming the book was “a dangerous insinuator of ‘metaphysics’ into innocent minds.”
Contemporary full dark green pebbled morocco, with gilt panels to the boards and gilt decorations and lettering to the spines. Very
minor foxing to a few pages. With light discoloration to the inside front cover of each book where a former owner’s bookplate has
obviously been removed. Overall, a very pretty set of this extremely scare and extraordinarily ambitious popularization of
philosophical concepts by Jane Marcet.

FRANCES WRIGHT
[1795-1852]

“Equality is the soul of liberty; there is, in fact, no liberty without it.”
A Scottish-born American social reformer, Frances Wright’s outspoken views on religion,
education, marriage, birth control, and other matters made her both a revered feminist and a
target of vilification. Orphaned at the age of two, she rose from inauspicious beginnings to
fame as a writer and reformer. In her late teens and early twenties, Wright lived with her
uncle, a philosophy professor and, under his guidance, she was encouraged to use the
college library, reading everything she could there. Frances was particularly interested in
America, motivating her to travel there when she was 23 and to write various pieces about
its history, society, and way of life.
After the positive reception of her first publication (a play called Altorf), Wright was eager
to publish commentary on the social and political ideas established by the new American
republic, spurring her to write Views of Society and Manners in America – a book that
would become one of the most celebrated travel memoirs of the early nineteenth century.
Though dismissed by the conservative press in America and England, Wright’s book
captured the positive attention of reformers such as Jeremy Bentham and Mary Shelley.
In America, Wright was introduced to the sickening cruelty of slavery, which deeply
affected her. She then purchased a tract of land and began an experimental community in
Tennessee, with an endorsement from Thomas Jefferson to create a refuge for freed slaves.
Before this project failed, it generated a horrified response from the public, most especially for the fact that it freely allowed interracial
relationships. To this, Wright boldly responded with an emancipation plan and articles that attacked racially segregated schools,
organized religion, and marriage. From then on, Wright took full form as a social reformer. Little escaped her attention: she
condemned capital punishment, cited the dangers of intolerant religion and demanded improvements in the status of women including equal education, legal rights for married women, liberal divorce laws, and birth control. Condemned by the press and the
clergy as "the great Red Harlot of Infidelity" and the "whore of Babylon,"
Frances often needed a bodyguard as she travelled around, captivating large
audiences with her commanding presence and her radical message..
In 1848, Wright published her final book, England, the Civilizer, a utopian
vision of a global federation that was justly governed and united in peace. By
that time, however, Wright had moved from a largely uncritical view of
America to a much more negative attitude; castigating all contemporary
societies "complicated system of errors."

“Equal to the Best Morsels of Antiquity” [Jefferson]
A Few Days in Athens. J.P. Mendum, Boston, 1850. 1 blank leaf + TP +
Dedication page + [v]-vii = To the Reader + [9]-213 + 2 blank leaves,
Octavo. Later American Edition.
$ 95
Blending fact with fiction, A Few Days in Athens makes a strong argument
for Epicurean beliefs by packaging them in an engaging fictional story.
Wright tells the tale of Theon, a young Greek scholar who comes to Athens
to study philosophy. Shortly after his arrival, he speaks with a young fellow
scholar who slanders Epicurus and Theon believes what he has been told.
Later, walking around town, he strikes up a conversation with a stranger
about the shockingly horrible Epicurus only to discover that this stranger is
Epicurus himself. Chagrined by his errors, Theon became Epicurus’ pupil,
shedding his biases, learning to weigh evidence, and growing in
compassion. These three traits serve him well and Wright cleverly uses his
situation to reiterate the importance of empirical knowledge and the
necessity for tolerance, self-restraince, and loyalty.
Original green publisher’s cloth with embossed front and back covers and gilt
lettering to the spine. The front cover is ever so slightly bowed and the binding
is lightly worn. Overall, a pretty copy.

HARRIET TAYLOR MILL
[1807-1858]

“We deny the right of any portion of the species to decide for another portion
what is and what is not their 'proper sphere.'”
More often than not, Harriet Taylor is known as the woman with whom John Stuart Mill had an
affair and finally married after her husband’s death. However, Taylor’s influence was far greater
than this bit of malicious social gossip would imply, extending deeply into the intellectual,
political and feminist spheres of 19th century British life.
In 1825, the 18-year-old Harriet married John Taylor, with whom she had three children.
However, in 1830, she was introduced to John Stuart Mill, one of the most influential British
thinkers of his day. Mill immediately recognized her as his intellectual equal and treated her as
such from the very start. The couple quickly fell in love and in 1833 Harriet established a
separate residence, keeping her daughter with her while John Taylor raised the two older boys.
This relationship provoked much controversy in Victorian England and, despite the fact that she
married Mill in April of 1851 (two years after her husband’s death from cancer), the scandal
continued right up until Harriet death.
Harriet Taylor and John Stuart Mill created some of the most influential philosophical works of
their time together. Although her name was rarely published with these works, Mill routinely
emphasized the fact that Harriet co-authored, inspired, and greatly contributed to the majority of
his written works. The pair worked especially well together. Harriet was Mill’s intellectual muse,
and Mill was Harriet’s vehicle for publicizing her opinions and ideas. Taylor’s ideas were largely dominated by her opposition to the
role women played in society and the limited opportunities for women. She vehemently advocated for more accessible education,
regulatory marriage laws, economic freedom, and improved domestic violence laws. Although unpublished at the time, Harriet also
wrote her own articles about ethics, religion, arts, socialism, and the role government should have in citizen’s lives. Yet, because of
her gender, her contribution was largely unrecognized and her ideas only saw the light of day when they were incorporated into Mill’s
many works – most famously in his 1869 The Subjection of Women. That book was actually written in 1861, shortly after Harriet’s
death, but not published until eight years later. The influence of his wife upon this work was great as Mill noted in his Autobiography:
"All this is most striking and profound [in this book] belongs to my wife."
Harriet Taylor, like most other brilliant 19th century women, suffered the fate of being largely disregarded in her lifetime or, if
recognized, perceived negatively. She was (and is) often portrayed as either a malicious influence, detracting from Mill’s growing
influence, or as an intellectual lightweight; someone who provide nothing more than emotional support to her husband. Neither of
these ideas are, however even slightly accurate. Harriet Taylor was a strong and effective force in expanding and illuminating Mill’s
philosophy and driving him more firmly in his advocacy for greater social change.

The Offprint of Harriet Taylor’s Rare Enfranchisement of Woman
Enfranchisement of Women. Trübner and Co., London, 1868. Front cover TP + [3]-22. Octavo. First Edition Offprint.
This is one of the rarest pieces of 19th century feminist literature; very few copies seem to have survived.

$ 1,000

Although Harriet Taylor wrote voluminously, other than a few youthful articles published in the Unitarian periodical, Monthly
Repository, the article below is her only known work to be published during her lifetime. It appeared just three months after her
April marriage to Mill although she had been working on the piece since the previous October.
The article appeared anonymously and was instantly attributed to Mill, most especially because he had “deliberately given the
editor the impression he had written it himself, either to ensure its publication or else for fear that Harriet should be dubbed a
bluestocking.” [Packe, The Life of John Stuart Mill, 1954, p. 347] However, following her death in 1858, Mill acknowledged her
sole authorship of the piece on several occasions, not least of which was a letter in which he explicitly referred to and praised “her
essay in the Westminster Review” (see his letter to Paulina Wright Davis quoted in her Address to the 20th Anniversary
Convention of the Woman Suffrage Movement held in New York City in 1870) as well as in his own Dissertations and
Discussions (1859).
Originally published in July, 1851 in one of the most prestigious periodicals in England, this essay drew on published reports in
the New York Tribune describing a series of women's rights conventions that had just then been convened in the United States.
The article opens with a rousing statement of purpose:

Most of our readers will probably learn from these pages for the first time, that there has arisen in the United States, and
in the most civilized and enlightened portion of them, an organized agitation on a new question – new, not to thinkers,
nor to any one by whom the principles of free and popular government are felt as well as acknowledged, but new, and
even unheard-of, as a subject for public meetings and practical political action. This question is, the enfranchisement of
women; their admission, in law and in fact, to equality in all rights, political, civil, and social, with the male citizens of
the community.
Distancing herself ever so slightly from their American style of public discourse, Taylor nevertheless endorsed the spirit of these
conventions and highlighted the contradiction between American democratic values and the exclusion of women from the
"inalienable rights" of "life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." Harriet concluded that "physical force" explained women's
subjection to men. She praised the women's rights declarations of the American conventions, and predicted that "the example of
America will be followed on this side of the Atlantic."
Many of Harriet’s arguments in this piece would be developed more fully in Mill's The Subjection of Women, published eleven
years after her death (although that book is considerably more conservative in some of its assertions than those found in Taylor’s
Enfranchisement). Mill always claimed that the views expressed in Subjection came directly from Taylor and in his
Autobiography he went even further, claiming that Harriet was responsible for the key ideas in most of his works.
The essay was not issued as an offprint until seventeen years later in 1868, five years before John Stuart Mill’s own death, by
which time the fear of Harriet being smeared as a bluestocking (along with any reluctance by Mill to associate her with the
growing woman’s movement) was long past.
Original publisher’s self-wraps. Carefully removed from an earlier book binding, so there is slight wear to the spine. The bottom half
inch has been trimmed – deleting all but the very top of the printed price of the piece (“Price One Penny”). Otherwise, a fine copy of
this rare and iconic work.

MARGARET FULLER
[1810-1850]

"A man's ambition with a woman's heart, 'tis an accursed lot"
Margaret Fuller had the great misfortune to be born in Massachusetts in 1810, a time when
the characteristics of what was then termed “true womanhood” were becoming ever more
rigidly defined. In contrast to these pious, and submissive cultural expectations for women,
Fuller was assertive, freethinking, and ambitious. She was the best-educated American
women of her time, possessing a rare intellect that challenged America’s most influential
philosophers and writers – Emerson commented that men felt she “carried too many guns”
and Poe divided humankind into three categories: men, women and Margaret Fuller.
From the time she could talk, Fuller was given rigorous homeschooling by her father. While
this allowed her to advance far beyond her peers intellectually, it caused her to be socially
isolated and she had few friends throughout her youth. But her father’s intensive training
successfully facilitated Fuller’s academic achievements from an early age. She was, for
instance, granted access to the Harvard College Library while still a teenager, and later
found employment as a teacher of women not very much younger than herself. Until her
father’s death when she was 25, Margaret was able to work as she pleased, devoting most
of her time to teaching and mentoring young women.
But, following his death, Fuller was forced to take up many jobs in order to support her
family: teaching, writing, and – borrowing from a practice then being practiced by Bronson
Alcott – leading her own famed “Conversations.” One job she accepted at this time was as the first editor for The Dial, the iconic
transcendentalist quarterly established by Ralph Waldo Emerson. The “Sage of Concord” had early recognized Fuller’s brilliance and
he was pleased to include her in his inner circle and to make her the first and only female member of that magazine’s staff.
After two years as editor, Margaret left The Dial, wrote her first book and then became the first full-time female employee of The New
York Tribune. In that position, she became acutely aware of the political and social injustices of mid-19th century America – most
especially in relation to the urban poorhouses, insane asylums, and jails. During her time with the newspaper, she wrote exposes of the
cruelties of the inner-city environment, injustices that often went unnoticed in the rural areas where she had been raised. The job
brought Fuller notoriety as a legitimate journalist and she was subsequently offered the opportunity to travel to Europe to report on the
events of the Roman revolution of 1848 – making her America’s first female foreign correspondent.
In Italy, Margaret fell in love with the Marchese Giovanni Ossoli. They claimed to have been married, but their marriage was never
officially published – supposedly because they both wanted to keep it a secret from their families. While the marriage may well have
been fictitious, the child they had together was not. Eventually, the three fled the violence of Italy and she came back to America. In a
tragic loss to America’s intellectual and feminist life, Fuller – a mere 40-years-old – was drowned, along with her husband and child,
in a shipwreck off Fire Island outside New York City in 1850.
Margaret Fuller was a woman who continually reinvented herself. She was the prodigy in her childhood, a misfit in her adolescence,
and an exemplar of feminist possibilities throughout her short adult life. As such, she was often an object of scorn, bias, and disrespect
but despite this – in true testimony to all the female talent and strength she possessed – Fuller continually rose to the challenge of
being a female intellectual in the repressive American culture of the 1840s and 1850s.
It was an “accursed lot,” Fuller concluded, to be burdened with “a man’s ambition” and “a woman’s heart.”

The First Two Volumes of The Dial – edited by Margaret Fuller
[Volume I]: The Dial: A Magazine for Literature Philosophy and Religion. Weeks, Jordan, and Company, Boston,
1841. 2 blank leaves + TP + [iii]-vi = Contents + [1]-136 = No. I + [137]-272 = No. II + [273]-408 = No. III + [409]-544 = No. IV,
Octavo. First Edition

[Volume II]: The Dial: A Magazine for Literature Philosophy and Religion. E.P. Peabody, Boston, 1842. 2 blank
leaves + TP + [iii-vi] + [1]-136 = No. I + [137]-272 = No. II + [273]-408 = No. III + “Errata” tab bound in + [409]-544 = No. IV +
3 blank leaves, Octavo. First Edition.
$ 6,500
After many transcendentalist works were refused acceptance by numerous other influential journals, Bronson Alcott, Ralph
Waldo Emerson, Margaret Fuller, and several others created and published The Dial. The magazine was envisioned as a platform
where members of this liberal American intellectual community could exchange ideas among themselves and inform others of
their transcendentalist ideals. The Dial eschewed the elitist positioning of other journals of its day, seeking instead to enable

everyday individuals to think more deeply about themselves and the world around them. Despite these lofty goals and its stable of
brilliant writers, The Dial’s circulation never exceeded three hundred, and only sixteen numbers were ever issued.
In the magazine, a wide variety of ideas were discussed, explored, and argued. Most prominently featured were those of the
transcendentalists, but other modern social and ethical issues were given equal space, including explorations of ways to help the
urban poor and improve the lot the working class along with feminist issues and the struggles of the marginalized. During its short
lifespan, The Dial was the primary platform for Transcendentalism and a place where the voice of many different radical thinkers
could be heard. For the first time since the American Revolution, there was an organized party of educated revolutionaries who
hoped to inspire a violent reaction against the established mode of culture which had deprived so many of a fulfilling life. The
freethinking population of American society finally had a vehicle for promoting and publicizing their ideas.
But The Dial was far more than just a
magazine of ideas. Its underlying importance
is found in its progressive, inclusive texts
written in such a fashion as to be accessible to
nearly everyone. It was a place to publish
works that spoke out against injustice along
with works too radical to be published in most
other magazines, creating an environment
where rejected ideas were accepted – and vice
versa. The Dial was created to appeal to all; it
not only spoke to the sophisticated
aristocracy, but also to the literate members of
the lower classes. It was a refreshing
contribution to the American community, a
refined medley of educational ideas that
encouraged
an
understanding
and
appreciation of the life-affirming, souluplifting aspects of music, art, and literature,
while also acknowledging and analyzing the
grimmest, bleakest, and dreariest aspects of
society.
Perhaps most important, however, was its
inclusion of women. Leading this publication
as editor was the brilliant feminist intellectual
Margaret Fuller. Margaret was a remarkable
figure in literature, philosophy, and social
reform, with achievements impressive enough
to rival those of her more advantaged male
counterparts. Her editorial contributions
drove The Dial in the more radical directions
she herself espoused, showcasing her
dedicated opposition to the social restrictions
created by government, the economy, and
society as a whole while condemning the
greed of the commercial aristocracy and the
general sense of negativity she saw pervading
the country.
Fuller, along with other contemporary female writers, sympathized with the disadvantaged community which accounted for most
of the American population, a sympathy her male counterparts did not seen to possess in any great degree. Unlike the educated,
privileged male authors of The Dial, Fuller knew what it was like to be routinely denied opportunities and respect, an injustice to
which many members of the working class could easily relate. In contrast to the male-written soul-uplifting essays commenting
on the joys of music, art, and literature, Fuller and other women offered essays that directly criticized the state of current
American society. They condemned the laws and social conventions which barred women from possessing property, but
permitted women themselves to be possessed, objectified, and degraded. They eloquently denounced the status of women in that
time period; the half-life they lived as mere appendages to their husbands and family, the denial of individuality and the
deprivation of respect. In this, a new ideal for women everywhere began to emerge.
Beautiful later ¾ red leather binding with textured red cloth covers. Gilt edging to front and rear panels along with five raised bands
and gilt lettering & decorations to the spine. Overall, a very pretty copy of these issues of The Dial.

A Posthumous Collection Containing Her First Book plus Articles & Letters
from Her Years as America’s First Female Foreign Correspondent
At Home and Abroad, or Things and Thoughts in America and Europe. Crosby, Nichols, and Company, Boston, 1856. 1 blank
leaf + TP + [iii]-x = Preface + [xi] = Contents + [1]-116 = Part I: Summer on the Lakes + [117]-421 = Part II: Things and
Thoughts in Europe + [425]-440 = Part III: Letters from Abroad to Friends at Home + [441]-466 = Part IV: Homeward Voyage,
and Memorials + [467] = Publisher’s ads for the Works of Margaret Fuller Ossoli + 1 blank leaf, Octavo. First Edition.
$ 650
At Home and Abroad is a posthumously published collection of Fuller’s writings that was edited by her brother. Its four sections
include a slightly abridged version of her first book, Summer on the Lakes, the book publication of the articles she wrote as the
first paid female overseas correspondent (for The New York Tribune), letters written while working in a Roman hospital during
the Italian Revolution and a collection of memorials written following her death.
In 1843, having resigned her job as editor of The Dial, Fuller left the heated intellectual atmosphere of Boston and travelled to the
Great Lakes, a trip which provided the material for her first book, Summer on the Lakes. That journey took her through Buffalo,
Niagara Falls, Chicago and Milwaukee, what was then considered to be the far western frontier of mid-nineteenth-century
America. Along the way, she also interacted with several Native Americans, including members of the Ottawa and Chippewa
tribes, whom she portrayed anthropologically and as people in need of sympathy. The book is an intensely personal account of her
life during that summer, charting pivotal developments in Fuller’s thoughts as she travels through the ‘”wild sublime.” On this
large canvas, she presents the changes she was making in her philosophy and her system of thought – most especially her growing
departure from Emersonian idealism and her subsequent
revision of Transcendentalism. The book – comprised of a
portfolio of sketches, poems, stories, dialogues, reflections, and
accounts of this leisurely physical and philosophical journey –
perfectly captures Fuller, not only an interesting intellectual, but
also as an engaged human being. Throughout, Margaret draws
on historical sources, contemporary travel books, and her own
firsthand experience in the prairie lands to examine and explore
the state of her own life and of American society.
Although Summer on the Lakes is the largest single work in At
Home and Abroad, the other three main sections are also
noteworthy additions to Fuller’s repertoire.
Things and Thoughts in Europe provides her firsthand accounts
of European society, lifestyle, and general environment. Fuller
details the life led by European citizens, and comments on their
culture and overall quality of life, comparing and contrasting it
with American society. She offers praise and dismay to various
aspects of European life, lending insight and inspiration to the
goals she thought Americans should have for their own society.
The third section is a compilation of letters written to Fuller’s
family, friends, and associates. In Letters, Margaret comments
on a wide range of subjects: religion, politics, European culture,
war, love, and a number of social issues. In addition to that indepth catalog of observations, she also offers significant insight
into her own life, supplying information about her personality
and her inner self which are rarely found in other works.
The concluding section is devoted to memorials of Fuller,
written by a number of the people she had encountered and
impressed throughout the course of her short life. These
Memorials not only honor and cherish Margaret as an
intellectual, but also as a friend, sister, and teacher. They
include touching stories and anecdotes about Fuller, in addition
to offering intimate details about her disposition and
characteristics.
Original brown publisher’s cloth with embossed covers and gilt lettering on spine. Overall, a lovely, well-preserved copy of this
noteworthy compilation of some of Fuller’s most interesting works.

An Intimate – if Male Censored – Look at One of America’s Most Interesting Minds
Memoirs of Margaret Fuller Ossoli. Phillips, Samson, and Company, Boston, 1852. Volume I: TP + [VII]-VIII = Table of
Contents + [IX]-[X] = Quote page + [12]-351 + 1 blank leaf; Volume II: 1 blank leaf + TP + [I]-II = Table of Contents + [III]-IV
= Quote page + [5]-352 + 1 blank leaf, Octavo. First Edition.
$ 1,000
Published two years after her death, Memoirs of Margaret Fuller Ossoli was the best-selling American biography for the next
four years, appearing in thirteen editions before the end of the century. The book combines a wealth of Fuller’s own writings,
including her “Autobiography,” along with in-depth remembrances by her friends Ralph Waldo Emerson, William Henry
Canning and James Freeman Clarke (the latter two being liberal clergymen).
The Memoirs is a posthumous Festschrift – an anthology of texts and reminiscences – cobbled together by these three griefstricken friends. Each volume contains four sections. The first in Volume I is Fuller’s own “Autobiography” and the second
presents Clarke’s reminiscence of her early years in Cambridge (when he knew her best). This is followed by selections from her
letters and journals and ends with Emerson’s long recounting of her time in Cambridge and Boston. The second volume opens
with Canning’s reminiscence of her time in Jamaica Plains followed by a section of excerpts from her New York letters and then
a third with letters from Europe before the concluding section which is entitled “Homeward.”
The three men provisionally titled the book Margaret and Her Friends, and, though they certainly intended to praise her, their
selections and editing choices effectively buried her – leaving her morally prettified and embalmed with hands folded piously
over her bosom. The men took it upon themselves to censor or sanitize much of the searing emotions of her journals and letters,
and to rewrite quotes they feared might tarnish her respectability – especially in the light of her dubious marriage. Emerson had,
in fact, urged Fuller to stay abroad with Ossoli and the baby, while a disheartening number of her familiars were of the opinion
that a tragedy was preferable to an embarrassment. “Providence,” Nathaniel Hawthorne censoriously noted, “was, after all, kind
in putting her, and her clownish husband, and their child, on board that fated ship.”
Still, it was hard to hide all of Fuller’s revealing candor and the poignant display of her life as an intellectual and as a woman.
While telling the story of her life in some detail, the selected quotes from Fuller provide substantial insight into an otherwise
rather private, albeit riveting, life.
Original publisher’s brown cloth binding with embossed covers and gilt lettering to the spine. A very pretty set.

EDNAH DOW CHENEY
[1824-1904]

“The problem of our age is womanhood”
A renaissance woman of the nineteenth century, Ednah Dow Cheney is now forgotten as
the icon in transcendentalist philosophy and social reform that she was in her own time.
Ednah was a progressive intellectual with a lively and captivating mind. At just sixteen,
she was the youngest and brightest attendee of the “Conversations” held at the homes of
Bronson Alcott and Margaret Fuller. She continued her education in various fields of
philosophy, and this, along with her fluency in several languages and an expansive
knowledge of art, resulted in her refreshingly well-rounded and pluralistic philosophy. In
addition to publishing articles on ethics, religion, and philosophy, Cheney wrote books on
art, novels and stories for children, biographies, poems, translations and her own memoirs.
Her works were widely praised for her artistic attention to concrete detail and for her
systematic presentation of her own thought and that of others.
However, Cheney was not just an influential thinker. She was also a radical reformer who
worked tirelessly to bring positive, progressive changes to society. Ednah believed that
transcendentalism demanded action and social reform, which led her to establish various
institutions to educate women in art, medicine, and science – promoting transcendentalist
self-sufficiency for women. An enthusiastic advocate for women’s suffrage, Cheney’s
pamphlets are considered to be some of the most influential in promoting that cause. In
addition to her efforts for women’s rights, she also worked for the educational advancement of African-Americans. Allying herself
with the abolitionists, she used her leadership skills and her writing ability to influence others to help African-Americans and to
educate freed slaves and others disenfranchised people who had been denied education.
Largely forgotten today, Ednah Dow Cheney was a luminous polymath, a thinker of depth and a selfless reformer who worked
tirelessly for substantive changes in American society.

A Feminist Exploration of Transcendentalism in the Real World
The Child of the Tide. Lee & Shepard, Boston, 1875. 1 leaf with
illustration on verso + tissue guard + TP + [3] = Dedication page + 5 =
Contents + 7-68 (with illustration facing page 68) + 69-110 (with
illustration facing page 111) + 111-194 (with illustration facing page 194)
195-212 + [213]-[222] (pp. 215, 217. 219 & 221 are book illustrations) =
Publisher’s advertisements + 1 blank leaf, Octavo. First Edition.
$ 75
Although generally listed as being one of Cheney’s “children’s books,”
today we would call this a YA (Young Adult) novel. It is a ‘coming of age’
story, tracing the growth of Johnny Eveleth from age 10 to 22 while
tangentially presenting the lives of his immediate family and friends. John
lives on the St. John river in Canada very near to that tidal wonder, the Bay
of Fundy. In her Introduction, Cheney claims the substance of her story had
been told to her by Mr. Eveleth himself in his old age.
This story obviously attracted Cheney for its instructive possibilities,
allowing her to present in fictional form her idealist perspective on the
world in which she lived. As John’s story unfolds, we are introduced to his
weak-willed, widowed mother, his beloved younger sister and an
assortment of friends who help him to become successful along the way.
But of all the lessons for life presented here – including independence, selfreliance, the importance of education and the value of a good and
intelligent wife – is the running thread of Temperance as a necessary
foundational principle for the good life.
Original publisher’s indigo cloth binding, with embossed image and lettering in
gilt and black ink to the front cover and to the spine. Just a bit worn on the
spine edges and tips. Previous owner’s inscription to front blank leaf (“Miss
Kizzie Kennedy, / From Uncle Doctor, / Christmas / 1875”). Overall, a pretty
copy of this neglected work by Cheney.

A Founding Text of American Aesthetic Theory
Gleanings in the Fields of Art. Lee & Shepard, Boston, 1881. 1 blank leaf + TP + [3] = Dedication page + 5 = Contents + 7 =
Poem + 9-345 + 1 blank leaf, Octavo. First Edition.
$ 60
Gleanings in the Fields of Art presents Cheney’s aesthetic theory, one that she had developed during years of marriage to her
artist husband and during their extensive travels throughout Europe. Ednah first presented some of these ideas to the public in her
lectures at the Concord School of Philosophy and Literature in 1879 and 1880.
Ednah Dow Cheney was one of our most educated women in her
time both in terms of study and experience. Familiar with the
aesthetics of Michelangelo, Goethe and Hegel as well as with
American transcendentalist perspective, Cheney also read and
wrote on current philosophy of art education and art criticism…
Having journeyed to Europe on three occasions, she was
acquainted with original works of art first hand… [and she was
also] a student of both western and eastern philosophy and
religion, and a student of both art and science, Cheney brought
an eclectic approach to art theory.
Unlike other transcendentalists, in particular Emerson, Cheney
developed her aesthetics specifically as an aesthetics of art,
rather than of poetry or music. The uniqueness of her aesthetics
theory is determined in part by her analytical method and in part
by her world view. Because Cheney’s terminology is often
similar to Emerson’s, it would appear that her ideas would be
similar as well, but they differ.
Emerson defined art broadly as “thought which is good” and
beautiful… [being] part of the milieu in which thinking about
the fine arts in nineteenth century New England emerged. His
intuitive method, however, was not shared by Cheney. Instead,
Cheney dissects the layers of aesthetic issues, differentiating as
she proceeds. Art is not thought in motion, or thought
metamorphosed, but rather static phenomena which allow for
exposition of its dichotomies: thought and non-thought, unity
and difference, universal and individual. Because Cheney had
shared both the art world of her husband and the scientific world
of her daughter, it was possible for her to suit a “material” or
scientific method to a “spiritual” subject matter. It was not the
rivalry between the disciplines but rather their compatibility that
Cheney witnessed and adopted.
…Hence, Cheney’s aesthetic sense is consistent with her thinking about science and poetry, and about God and the
universe. For Cheney, all is duality. Unlike Emerson, Cheney saw art not as one, but as two. The ultimate mystery of the
one is not denied, but the reality of two is affirmed. God is “male and female,”; religion is “center and circumference;”
science is “observation and theory”; “poetry is thought and expression.” There is science in poetry and poetry in science
for both involve truth and fancy – “every great discovery has been anticipated by the imaginative mind before science
was ready for it”. As poetry and science are dual in nature and dual parts of each other, art is not separate from nature but
is nature and not-nature.
…Art as thought and feeling expresses the human soul and forms a new spirit by awakening and expanding the soul
through the imagination. Thus art becomes us when we have in turn fitted our soul to receive it, and we become more
fully human. Rather than intuit, we prepare through the evolution and development of our human capabilities. Eventually
we become capable of discovering through analysis the relationships of the proportions, the “thought in a material form.”
Hence Cheney’s philosophy submits the spiritual to the microscope of individuality as well to the telescope of
relationship.
(Therese Dykeman. American Women Philosophers, 1650-1930, Edwin Mellen, Lewiston, 1993, pp. 275-277)
Publisher’s original brown pebbled cloth with gilt letters and designs on both the front cover and spine. A near fine copy.

Cheney at the Concord Summer School in Philosophy and Literature [1882]
Concord Lectures on Philosophy. Moses King, Cambridge, [1883]. TP + [3] = Editor’s statements + [5]-7 = Order of Lectures
+ [8] = Editor’s announcements + [9]-12 = Introduction + [13]-168, Large octavo. First Edition.
$ 150
For years, Bronson Alcott had been famous for the “Conversations” he held at his house – a practice Margaret Fuller had
borrowed for her own female-only “Conversations” – and he expanded on this practice by founding the Concord School of
Philosophy and Literature in 1879. The School met each summer from then until his death in 1888. The first year’s lectures were
held at his home, but in subsequent years a chapel was built specifically to house the school.
The first session opened in July 1879 for a five-week course at the cost of 50 cents per lecture, or approximately three dollars for
each week’s series. The school was more successful than even Alcott could have hoped; more than 400 people attended
throughout that first summer with an average of 50 people in attendance at each individual lecture.
Ednah Dow Cheney was one the featured speakers that first year and she – along with William Torrey Harris, Cyrus Bartol and
Franklin Sanborn (who was the School’s secretary) – would remain the Concord School’s most regular faculty members. Harris,
Bartol and Ednah Dow Cheney lectured every year of the school’s existence.
The Concord School was the most explicitly Transcendentalist of the postwar organizations and the last major forum to have the
regular participation of the older Transcendentalists who had been active since the 1840s. The purpose of the School was to
maintain “the existence of a personal, self-conscious, spiritual cause above the material universe” – a mission statement which
highlighted the tension between an earlier generation’s Transcendentalist romanticism and the new, emerging intellectual culture
of science and materialism.
Each year, a book was published “comprising outlines of all the lectures” delivered and in 1882 it contained material from each of
the twenty-four days the School was in session that year. The topics ranged from William Torrey Harris’ opening lecture on
“Socrates and the Pre-Socratic Philosophy” to his closing talk on “Fichte’s Wissenschaftslehre – Practical.” In between were such
interesting topics as “Schelling Early Treatises” and “Philosophy of the Bhagavad Ghita.” But philosophy wasn’t the only topic
discussed. Other speakers ventured into discussions of Turner’s landscape paintings and the “Historical Epoch of Art” along with
discussions of “Personality” and “Poetry.”
This particular volume also contains a “Historical Sketch” which presents a history of the Concord School up until that time and
an announcement of the speakers and topics already scheduled for the next year. Ralph Waldo Emerson had died the previous
April, so the sixth day of this year’s lectures were exclusively devoted to “The Emerson Commemoration” with presentations by
ten different speakers.
Ednah Dow Cheney was the last speaker of that “Commemoration” day, calling Emerson “the strongest, most spiritual, and most
intellectual influence in my life.” Then, rather than delivering just another obituary, she offered a commentary on the unrivaled
power of intelligence using Emerson’s numerous accomplishments to show that change is the result of applied intelligence.
Noting his impact on the fight for emancipation and his immense influence in relation to social reform, she uses Emerson’s own
teaching and example to demand greater equality and opportunity in education. Without such a universal effort, the intellectual
talent of many, she said, would go unrecognized and undeveloped, thereby inhibiting positive change and progress.
A week later, Cheney delivered one of that day’s lectures; hers being entitled simply “Nature” and noting – in true Emersonian
fashion – that “our first step in the knowledge of Nature is the recognition that this word represents more than matter. It is rather
the meeting point of spirit and matter.” Castigating the “irreligious worship” of Nature found in both ancient civilizations and
modern Romanticism, Cheney advocates for a more balanced approach, claiming that “Nature is a stern teacher” but she “is
always ready to work with man when he has won the key to unlock her grand treasure-house.” Noting Nature’s “destructive as
well as productive forces,” she reminds her audience “how impartial and tender she [nevertheless] is, and what a fair chance she
offers for all in the great struggle for the survival of the fittest.” She concludes with a grand vision and the promise that “by the
aid of science Nature helps us toward solution of all the grand problems of thought which philosophy deals with directly, the
greatest of all, the relation of the individual to the universal, the me to the not-me, the one to the many, the changing to the
permanent.”
This collection of outlines is impressive. It is a masterful presentation of the key features of each lecture, offering them as
valuable contributions to the American intellectual community. While occasionally devoted to more formal Transcendentalist
theories, most lecture were written to provide an expanded philosophical lens for viewing the world, presenting a wide variety of
contemporary American and European perspectives on religion, nature and humanity.
Original brown cloth binding, with gilt lettering and black decorations on the front cover and spine. Edges of pages lightly browned,
with minor brown spotting to the inside of the front and back covers and title page. Otherwise, a fine copy.

The Memoirs of a Once Iconic American Feminist
Reminiscences of Ednah Dow Cheney. University Press, Cambridge, 1902. 3 blank leaves + 1 leaf = Parker coat of arms + 1
leaf with portrait of Cheney on verso + printed tissue guard + TP + [v] = Dedication page + vii-viii = Contents + ix = Illustrations
+ x = Genealogy + 1-2 + printed tissue guard + portrait of Jeremiah Dow + 3-20 + printed tissue guard + portrait of Ednah Dow +
21-22 + printed tissue guard + portrait of Sargent S. Littlehale + 23-40 + printed tissue guard + portrait of Ednah P. Littlehale +
41-60 + printed tissue guard + portrait of Seth W. Cheney + 61-68 + printed tissue guard + portrait of Ednah Dow Cheney + 6978 + printed tissue guard + portrait of Ednah P. Littlehale + 79-98 + printed tissue guard + portrait of Margaret S. Cheney + 99120 + printed tissue guard + portrait of Seth W Cheney + 121-128 + printed tissue guard + portrait of Helen P. Littlehale + 129160 + printed tissue guard + portrait of Margaret S. Cheney + 161-254 + [255] = Littlehale coat of arms, Octavo. First Edition.
$ 100
Her last published work, Reminiscences of Ednah Dow Cheney, is an invaluable journey through the life of this all-but forgotten
American intellectual. Richly produced with 12 family portraits, Cheney tells the story of her life in the first 174 pages and then
closes the book with nine appendices, most importantly her final thoughts on “Transcendentalism,” a long tribute to “Sarah
Margaret Fuller” and a polemic on “The Reign of Womanhood.”
It is, however, not only a memoir, but also a profound and revealing exposition of America in the rapidly changing 19th century.
Here, Cheney presents her views on several aspects of American culture: emancipation, feminism, Transcendentalism, political
theories, philosophy, art, aesthetics along with a number of other topics and, by doing so, creates a readable, relevant, informative,
and always interesting memoir of one woman’s life and struggles both before and after the American Civil War.
Original publisher’s brown cloth, with gilt lettering on the front cover. With a former owner’s name neatly inked to the top right
corner of the front free endpaper. Endpapers very lightly foxed, but otherwise a truly lovely copy of this important and always
interesting memoir.

CHARLOTTE PERKINS GILMAN
[1860-1935]

“There is no female mind. The brain is not an organ of sex. As well speak of a female liver.”
An innovative writer, lecturer, social critic and feminist, Charlotte Perkins Gilman was one
of the most prolific women writers of her time. She was exposed from an early age to
progressive feminism when her father left her mother and his family and she was raised in
part by her aunts, most of whom were notable suffragettes of the era. This radical upbringing,
combined with an early love for literature and novels, prepared her well for her life as
feminist thinker, writer, and social influence.
Gilman was adept at synthesizing both her own and other women’s real-life experiences in
her writings, capturing the meaning of womanhood during the turn of the century while also
commenting on the injustices that burdened females. She was an astute witness to the rapid
development of American culture in the late 19th and early 20th century, especially the
turbulent evolution of the feminist movement and major schools of a new discipline, social
science. Unwilling to watch these events go by without critical scrutiny, Charlotte became an
skilled commentator on the evolving social order, especially as it effected the status of
women. Following her separation (and eventual divorce) from her first husband, Charles
Walter Stenson, she wrote one of her most famous works, “The Yellow Wallpaper” (1892) –
the story of an overly sheltered wife whose isolation forces her into a nervous breakdown. As
she began to publish more and more of her writings, Gilman decided that absolutely nothing
would be allowed to stand in the way of her writing, to the point where she even gave up her daughter to focus more on writing,
editing, and publishing a multitude of different works.
If her writing had an overarching theme, it was the advocacy for women’s release from the imprisonment of marriage and
motherhood. She called herself a humanist, and believed the domestic environment was toxic for women, arguing that male
aggressiveness and maternal roles for women were rapidly becoming less and less important to the ongoing advancement of the
human race. Her novels strove to encapsulate this, repeatedly describing the kind of world she envisioned for women. She attempted
to reach all classes of people with her social commentaries, but most especially women, in an effort to awaken them to her
revolutionary ideas. Specifically, Gilman spoke out against the stupefying prison of modern marriage, the senseless molding of
women for nothing more than motherhood and the inevitable reliance on men as economic providers under the current economic
system. The concepts presented by Gilman continue to provide inspiration for feminists and social scientists alike. Some of her ideas
and proposals are as radical today as when she first advocated them.

A Scathing Attack on the Domestic Enslavement of Women – and a Proposed Solution
The Home, Its Work and Its Influence. McClure, Phillips & Co, New York, 1903. Half title (with quote on verso) + TP + [iii] =
Dedication page + [v] = Contents + vii-xi = Poem (“Two Callings”) + half title + 3-347 + [349]-[356] = publisher’s
advertisements, Octavo. First Edition.
$ 600
Written just after the turn of the century, Gilman offers a scathing attack on the domesticity of women in the late 19th and early
20th century. She considers the domestic situation of most women – marriage – to be the single worst thing to have happened to
human society since Cain and Abel. Her central argument is that financial independence is essential for women if there is to be
any positive advancement in their standing in society. She also argues that because “women's skills” do not involve the same kind
of developmental process as the industrial professions, the average woman is significantly disadvantaged by being relegated to a
life of simple domesticity.
In The Home, Gilman articulates her dual beliefs that humanity can only advance if women are liberated and if humans can
transition from the primacy of the individual consciousness to a collective consciousness. She argues that women should have an
active role in the development of this more inclusive social consciousness, shaping a new system of social ethics and providing a
necessary contrast to the masculinity which has always been its dominating characteristics. She insists that we needs a new set of
overarching values and that women are the best source for this – providing the necessary gentility, loyalty, and resilience that is
essential for this kind of progress by the human race. But, women are not allowed to practice this in the “real world” because they
are legally and socially chained to the home.
In her solution to this problem, Gilman argues that women must enter the world of industry. To do so, Gilman enjoins progressive
men to encourage their wives and female acquaintances to enter the workplace and to promote the idea of female employment by
industry. Once the community became more dependent on women on this level, society’s view of them would necessarily change,
elevating them far beyond their current status of domestic servants, radically altering traditional expectations for women and
thereby permanently lifting them out of their enslavement to the home.

Original publisher’s cloth with gilt lettering on the front cover and spine. With a charming four-line light purple stamp on the front
and rear fly leaves and also on page 317 (“Property of / College Equal Suffrage League / 505 Fifth Avenue, / New York City”).
Otherwise, a clean, tight, bright and overall lovely copy of this work.

A Feminist Analysis of the Ills of Society with Substantive Suggestions for Change
Human Work. McClure, Phillips & Co, New York, 1904. Half title (with publisher’s ad on verso) + TP + [i] = Contents + half-title
+ [3] = Introduction + 5-389, Octavo. First Edition.
$ 1,000
Human Work represents Gilman’s first ground-breaking analysis of the equal importance of work in the lives of men and women.
Here she expands on her dominant and specifically economic focus on women's plight to make broader and grander arguments
about the centrality of work in human life. She called this book – which echoes contemporaneous themes about dignity of work
articulated by, for example, the Fabian socialists, William Morris and the Arts and Crafts Movement in Britain, and Edward
Bellamy and Thorstein Veblen in the United States.
Charlotte’s perspective is broad and sweeping. While still arguing that women’s confinement to the domestic sphere deprives
them of the expression of their full powers of creativity and intelligence (thereby robbing society of women whose abilities suited
them for professional and public life), this critique is greatly expanded to include men and the role of work in modern society.
Gilman argues that work is the generator of life – her concept of “work” is a mixture of the Marxist and the psychological labor
theory of values – and that economic independence is the prerequisite for genuine emotional and psychological autonomy for all
adults, men as well as women.
The Table of Contents – which includes such chapter headings as “Man as a Factor in Social Evolution,” “The Nature of Society,”
“The Social Soul,” “The Nature of Work,” “Production,” “Distribution,” “Consumption,” “Our Position Today” and “The True
Position” – amply illustrates the depth and breadth of this daring book. In Human Work, Gilman has taken her previous critique of
women’s domestic enslavement and expanded it to encompass the whole of the human work project and the social consequences
of those endeavors, bringing her creative vision to bear on the larger landscape of human society “as it is now” and “as it should
be in the future.” A bold and remarkable book from an engaged and insightful woman.
Original publisher’s cloth binding with gilt lettering on the front cover and spine. A near fine copy.

A Complete Seven-Year Run of Gilman’s Monthly Magazine, The Forerunner
for Which She Wrote Every Word – ALL 2,408 Pages – Herself!
The Forerunner, A Monthly Magazine. The Charlton Company, New York, 1909-1916. Volume I: Original front wrapper for
Issue #1 + [1]-32 + original rear wrapper; Original front wrapper for Issue #2 + [1]-32 + original rear wrapper; Original front
wrapper for Issue #3 + [1]-32 + original rear wrapper; Original front wrapper for Issue #4 + [1]-24 + original rear wrapper;
Original front wrapper for Issue #5 + [1]-24 + original rear wrapper; Original front wrapper for Issue #6 + [1]-24 + original rear
wrapper; Original front wrapper for Issue #7 + [1]-24 + original rear wrapper; Original front wrapper for Issue #8 + [1]-24 +
original rear wrapper; Original front wrapper for Issue #9 + [1]-24 + original rear wrapper; Original front wrapper for Issue #10 +
[1]-24 + original rear wrapper; Original front wrapper for Issue #11 + [1]-32 + original rear wrapper; Original front wrapper for
Issue #12 + [1]-32 + original rear wrapper; Original front wrapper for Issue #13 + [1]-32 + original rear wrapper; Original front
wrapper for Issue #14 + [1]-32 + original rear wrapper; Volume II: [1911 – Issues 1-12] + [3]-338 +[339]-[342] = Contents;
Volume III: [1912 – Issues 1-12] + [1]-336 +[337]-[340] = Contents; Volume IV: [1913 – Issues 1-12] + [1]-336 +[337]-[340] =
Contents; Volume V: [1914 – Issues 1-12] + [1]-336 +[337]-[340] = Contents; Volume VI: [1915 – Issues 1-12] + [1]-336
+[337]-[340] = Contents; Volume VII: [1916 – Issues 1-12] + [1]-336 +[337]-[340] = Contents; large Octavo. First Editions.
$ 15,000
The Forerunner, a monthly magazine singlehandedly written and published by Charlotte Perkins Gilman, included editorials,
political polemics, critical essays, book reviews, poetry, short stories and serialized novels. It was a truly ambitious project,
completely unlike anything else published at that time. Although The Forerunner addressed a wide variety of topics each month,
it was different aspects of gender relations that took center stage in most issues. Gilman conceived The Forerunner as a vehicle
for making a substantial contribution to the intellectual and social world of her time – most especially providing a strident voice
for women who were chained to domesticity. Writing every word in each of these 74 issues herself, Gilman published the
equivalent of several full-length books. This kind of dedication took its toll, so much so that Charlotte felt she had to give up
custody of her beloved daughter to her best friend and ex-husband in order to eliminate distractions.
Taken together, these issues immerse the reader in Gilman’s virtuosity and intelligence; each issue increasingly unfolding the
range and depth of her interests and beliefs. The wonder of The Forerunner is that it was such a readable and accessible piece of
writing, one that was intended to be read by all. Here complicated philosophical concepts were presented in such a way that they
could be understood by both the under-educated woman of the household and the male ivy-league graduate sitting in his business
office. She cleverly blended humor, anger, irony, sentimentalism, and whimsy, skillfully addressing a variety of topics while
avoiding the stuffy and arcane philosophical language of the time. Throughout, Gilman used her knowledge of anthropology,
biology, history, sociology, neurology, and philosophy to explore and explain the contours of the human condition and to promote
a more advanced and humane society.
The first issue of The Forerunner begins with a study of the “androcentric” culture (i.e. one of “excessive maleness”) which
dominated society, particularly American society. In the early issues, Gilman laid the foundation for gender relations studies –
analyzing the rudimentary origins of the prevailing prejudices regarding masculinity and femininity along with the expectations
reinforced and perpetuated by those stereotypes – and then continued to elaborate on this central topic in each new issue of the
magazine.
Supplementing her argument against androcentricity, Charlotte did not just focus on the major educational and economic effects
of male dominance, she also examined and exposed the impact men had on a wide range of human endeavors – noting how they
dominated linguistics, art, literature, and even recreational activities. Gilman consistently points out that nearly every facet of
society favors masculinity and demeans women, degrading women on almost every front. In order to combat this unjust
favoritism, Gilman proposed a complete reordering of the social order, advocating for a collectivist society that would replace the
existing fragmented and biased culture. To balance current male dominance, Charlotte felt society must actively integrate the
characteristically female experience into the public world while simultaneously adopting male features into the female-dominated
private world. By doing so, Gilman predicted an achievable goal of balance and equality, one that would promote the progress not
only of women, but of the entire human race.
Elaborating on this throughout, Gilman details one of her most influential and notable ideas; the unrivaled benefits of a collective
society. She argues that it is our interdependence and our mutual service which makes us human. Using the developed social
consciousness that we already have from our experiences with the church, the army, and government, she claims we can and
should expand these experiences into a greater collectivism in society. As individuals, Gilman argues, we only accomplish that
which would further only our own goals, and not those of the greater whole. Because we have, over time, increasingly favored an
individualist mindset, advances in human society have slowed. Charlotte uses what she sees as the impressive accomplishments of
the church, army, and government to demonstrate how when humans work together, they can much more effectively promote and
further the advancement of a greater good.
In The Forerunner, Gilman progressively built on this theory of collectivism to address a larger question: “Why is the human
being, who has vast superior knowledge, the most vicious, the most unhappy, the sickest beast alive?” Charlotte employed all

manner of literary styles – poetry, science, utopian fiction and polemical explanations – to respond to that question. Throughout,
she uses that question to reaffirm the credibility of her claim that a collective social order is superior to all others.
One essential element in her primary answer to that question was to propound a biological and neurological theory that she called
“mental mechanics.” This was her idea that because the brain is a physical organ, it requires attention, exercise, and interaction to
maintain health. She then uses that idea to counter androcentricity, arguing that because women have been so limited by society,
their neurological abilities have naturally been stunted. Due to their domestic enslavement, the female brain is not properly
exercised or exposed to sufficient interaction with others, thus making it nearly impossible for women to maintain a healthy brain.
By failing to reduce the masculine dominance in culture, women are placed in an inescapably “morbid” situation. (Elaborating on
this idea, however, Gilman forms a rather disheartening argument about the supposed inferiority of the female’s neurology.)
Although only reaching a peak subscription of 6,500 paid readers, The Forerunner was an influential and ambitious work for its
time. Gilman’s approach to social change was bold and relentless; she used not only her soul-stirring writing, but also her
considerable intellectual abilities to intrigue her audience and awaken them to the necessity of profound social change. On a more
personal level, the very fact of The Forerunner existence could be seen as being even more impressive than its content. Charlotte
Perkins Gilman was very similar to the women she wrote about; she was a wife, she had a family, she was a woman who
witnessed first-hand the injustices of American society. Despite this, she rose to the challenge, personally embodying her own
philosophy as she wrote, published and financed this impressive publication. Even if some of its more radical content was ignored
by her audience, it is impossible to ignore the magnitude of Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s accomplishment with The Forerunner. It
is tangible testimony to the capabilities, strength, and intelligence of this ambitious woman and to those of women in general.
Each volume in original publisher’s rust-colored cloth with a reproduction of the magazine’s title and iconic graphic on the front cover
in black along with black lettering on the spine. The previously frayed spines of Volumes 1 & 2 (most especially that of Volume 1)
have been professionally restored. In addition, Volume 4 has some light stained spots along the fore edge of the front cover. All else
are near fine. A scarce publication to find in individual issues, all but unheard of as a complete run. A lovely copy of this rare set.

LOU ANDREAS-SALOMÉ
[1861-1937]

“I believe that behind every individual human and the territory which can be reached by
psycho-analysis there lies an abyss where both the most valuable and nastiest impulses
inextricably condition each other and render impossible any final judgment.”
It is all too easy to define Lou Andreas-Salomé by the men she entranced: Nietzsche, Rilke
and Freud. Nietzsche was in love with her mind and infatuated with her as a woman, she was
a lover and muse to Rilke, and Freud took her on as his first female student. All of this could
only have happened because she was openly defiant of the rigidly Victorian society in which
she found herself. She was a woman who lived very much before her time.
But Lou could not possibly be contained or explained by these three relationships. She was a
woman of penetrating intelligence and a powerful temperament, who, despite a strong and
magnetic sensuality, was almost exclusively cerebral. Lou Salomé’s intellectual ability
challenged even her most brilliant peers. She valued and protected her personal freedom
above all things and was the embodiment of realized individuality, her life providing
constant and striking testimony to what it means to be an intelligent and independent woman.
As Sigmund Freud once noted, “Whoever came close to her received the strongest
impression of the harmony of her being and could see, to his astonishment, that all feminine,
perhaps most human, weaknesses were foreign to her or had been overcome in her course of
life.”
Because of her individualistic nature and her brilliance, Salomé contributed new and original ideas to the philosophical and
psychological community as well as to the feminist movement. In her works written in the advocacy of women, Salomé highlighted
the differences between the sexes, but, unlike her feminist contemporaries, she did not defeminize women in an effort to compensate
for their alleged “inferiority.” Instead, she highlighted the qualities that identified them as women and used them as the foundation of
her arguments that women were deserving of equal treatment. She was a multi-faceted writer, using the diversity of her own
knowledge and that of those she associated with to build her own philosophy, creating works that seamlessly conflating creative
fiction, intellectual pursuits and psychology into a way of thinking and a way of life that was quite unlike any other in her time.
Despite all the evidence offered in her many works, Lou remains an enigma. But she was, if nothing else, a real revolutionary of her
time, one who dared to single-handedly break the suffocating chains imposed on women in society. Throughout, she functioned as her
own being, radically different from contemporary cultural stereotypes, a woman who refused to be defined by any man.

An Insightful Analysis of the Socially Oppressed Women in Ibsen’s Plays
Henrik Ibsen’s Frauen-Gestalten nach seinen sechs Familien-Dramen (Ibsen’s Female Characters in Six Family
Dramas). Hugo Bloch, Berlin, 1892. TP + [i] = Dedication page + [iii] = Inhalt + [1]–238 + 1 leaf with printer’s information on
the verso, Octavo. First Edition.
$ 350
In Henrik Ibsens Frauen-Gestalten, Lou Andreas-Salomé laid the foundation for both her career as an author and also as an
interpreter of literary modernity. In this book, she explores the role of women as they were portrayed in Ibsen’s plays, comparing
them to real role of women in society. The book established Salomé as a serious writer of non-fiction and successfully launching
her philosophically psychological career.
Motivated by her own marital situation, Ibsen's theme of “self-realization in marriage” was what most interested Lou in this book.
Similar to the playwright’s characters, Salomé saw marriage as a restraint on women, a rather unnecessary and limiting social
construct that served little purpose and only held women back from achieving their goals. She emphatically describes and
examines the liberation strategies of the literary figures and translates that to experiences of her own life while appealing for
women to make advances in their own lives. In her analysis of these female characters, Salomé focused exclusively on the psyche
of fictional women. She recognized and praised Ibsen’s development from A Doll’s House and Ghosts, where women glorify love
and revere their male partners, to The Wild Duck, Rosmersholm, The Lady from the Sea and Hedda Gabler, where women no
longer surrender to men as objects of love, but rather focus on their own emotional lives and their own love.
Salomé’s ability to analyze and offer a solution to the issues that these fictional female figures face in marriage exhibits the depth
of her insight and makes a substantial contribution to the world of literary analysis while simultaneously delivering an
indispensable contribution to the late 19th-century study of women in society.
Original publisher’s red cloth with embossed gilt lettering and decorations on the front cover and spine. Spine very lightly worn top
and bottom. Former owner’s small signature (“Brille”) to the upper right corner of the TP. A lovely copy of Salomé’s second book.

A “Disciple’s” View of Nietzsche’s Philosophy and an Early Attempt at Psychoanalysis
Friedrich Nietzsche in seinen Werken (Friedrich Nietzsche in his Works). Carl Konegen, Wein, 1894. 1 blank leaf with a
portrait of Nietzsche on verso + TP + [i] = Dedication page + [iii] = Inhalt + [v] = Portrait of Nietzsche + [vii-viii] = Facsimile of
a Nietzsche letter + half title + [3]-263, Octavo. First Edition.
$ 600
Friedrich Nietzsche in seinen Werken is a rare, first-hand portrait of Nietzsche, an insightful and accessible study of the poetic,
psychological, religious and mystical aspects of his philosophy. Sensitive yet knowledgeable, fabricated yet informing, this book
supplies an intimate psychological profile, a glimpse into the mind of one of the most influential modern philosophers. Here,
Salomé – who was intimately involved with Nietzsche for seven months in 1882 – offers her personal explanations of Nietzsche’s
philosophy and her understanding of its relationship to his psychology. It is a bold and intriguing attempt.
The main argument raised by Salomé is that Nietzsche's personality was dualistic, which resulted in a dualistic philosophy. In
Nietzsche’s own life, this dualism was presented in the opposition between his fabricated, pretended outer shell and a genuine,
forbidden inner element. She argues that he was so wholly immersed in this dualistic personality that it was embodied in physical
features; health was only attained by means of illness, his self-affirmation achieved by means of self-injury. Although some argue
that he reveled in this “dividuum”, Salomé leaves the reader with the conclusion that these mental conflicts were the primary
cause of his later insanity and death. This provocative conclusion generated considerable controversy. Nietzsche's sister, Elisabeth
Forster-Nietzsche, dismissed the book as a work of fantasy. Yet the philosopher's longtime acquaintance Erwin Rohde wrote,
"Nothing better or more deeply experienced or perceived has ever been written about Nietzsche."
Despite the content being solely about another person and his philosophy, it was a pivotal work in Salomé’s career. It added to her
credibility as a philosophic author and it was among the first books to conflate the ideas of psychology and philosophy, examining
the relationship between the two. According to Freud’s daughter Anna, Salomé anticipated psychoanalysis with this book. She
successfully illuminated not only Nietzsche as a person, but offered personal insights into the origins of his ideas.
Contemporary ¾ leather with brown marbled boards and gilt lettering on the spine. A clean, bright and tight copy.

Two Early Feminist Novellas by Lou Andreas-Salomé
Fenitschka. Eine Ausschweisung. Zwei Erzählungen. (Fenitschka. A Debauchery: Two Tales). J. G. Cotta’schen
Buchhandlung, Stuttgart, 1898. Half title with publisher’s ads on verso + TP + half title + [7]-178 [Note: Eine Susschweifung
begins on page 99], small Octavo. First Edition.
$ 400
The first of these two stories takes place in Paris and St. Petersburg and is based on experiences from Lou's life. A psychologist,
Max Werner, meets a Russian young woman, Fenitschka, in Paris. She is a free spirit who acts unconventionally, distaining class
distinctions and commonly accepted social norms. In addition, she is a student in Zurich where, against all standards of propriety,
she lives alone. Max is torn in his feelings for her. On one hand, he abhors women who study and think they are intellectually
equal to men. He finds such emancipated women unattractive and uninteresting. Still… he must admit that her strength, serenity
and natural warmth make Fenitschka very appealing to him. Using a false excuse, he gets her to accompany him to his hotel
room. Without suspicion, she trustingly joins him and then realizes she has completely misjudged his intentions. Before anything
happens, she leaves the hotel.
A year later, Max meets her again unexpectedly during a visit to St. Petersburg. The embarrassing incident in the hotel seems to
be forgotten and Fenitschka fascinates him even more than she did before. An unusual relationship unfolds between the two,
marked by intimacy but still conflicted by the conventions of the traditional roles of men and women. Is love and, at the same
time, deep friendship even possible between two such people?
While using traditional narrative structure, this is far from a traditional fin de siècle story, one in which Salomé makes a
substantial contribution to both women's writing and to feminist theory. The story’s independent heroine is illuminated and
explained through critical dialogue presented within a traditional male-centric narrative structure, one that her female protagonist
must break through in order to be fully realized.
The second story, Eine Ausschweifung, tells a tale of female masochism, depicting it as a pathological state while refusing to
condemn it. It is presented, rather, as a legitimate response to the existing male-dominated order. It is an unusual story both for its
time and among Lou’s works, depicting a submissive female subjectivity shaped by the patriarchal power structure. Throughout,
it maintains an ambivalent attitude towards this female masochism; recognizing it as a debilitating perversion while
simultaneously affirming it as a valid channel for female desire in contemporary society.
Original publisher’s cobalt blue cloth binding with ornate gilt and black lettering and decorations on front cover and spine. Slight wear
to the edges of the cover and spine. Overall, a remarkably pretty copy of this early feminist novel.

On the Destructive Psychology of Motherhood
Ma, Eine Porträt (Ma, A Portrait). J.G. Cotta’sche, Stuttgart, 1901. [i-ii] =
publisher’s advertisements + TP + [5]-202 + [203 + 204] = publisher’s
advertisements, Octavo. First Edition.
$ 300
In Ma, Salomé presents readers with a subtly differentiated and
sophisticated notion of motherhood, skillfully conflating science and
literature to include the biology of motherhood, the philosophy of
subjectivity, and the psychology of masochism.. The protagonist, named
Ma, had always defined herself as a mother, but feels her identity threatened
when her two daughters leave home and Ma is offered a new marriage. This
new marriage and childless happiness are unfamiliar and enticing, but she
rejects the temptation of womanhood in favor of continuing her
motherliness. Throughout the book, Ma rejects happiness in favor of
continuing her role as the caring mother, ultimately winding up in an
accepted state of solitude.
Salomé uses this story as a way to acknowledge the reality of stereotypes
and gender roles, all the while emphasizing the ways in which these
stereotypes inhibit self-development. Additionally, through Ma, Salomé
mercilessly exposes the detrimental effect that the antiquated Russian
culture and patriarchal society has on women. In a response to society’s
idealized image of the self-sacrificing mother and the glorification of the
suffering imposed on women, Lou offers the paradoxically masochistic
necessity of suspending one’s own identity while relying on this selfdissolution to recover from the imposed and necessary social trauma.
Somehow, the loss of self invariably saves the self.
Original rust colored cloth binding with gilt lettering and plum and green
decorations on the front cover and the spine. Ink signature of former owner’s
(“H. Haniel”) to the top right corner of the first advertisement page. Otherwise,
a lovely, tight, and bright copy.

Sex Education for the Twentieth Century
Drei Briefe an einen Knaben (Three Letters to a Boy). Kurt Wolff,
Leipzig, 1917. TP + half title + 7-[78] + [79] = Inhalt, Octavo. First Edition.
$ 300
Comprised of three letters addressed to an acquaintance’s son throughout his
adolescence, Three Letters to a Boy is a timeless work on sexualphilosophical enlightenment which could still be fruitfully read today. In
fact, Rilke himself said he wished he could “have had it told to him like this
in his childhood.” Lou addresses the sensitive subject of sex with logic and a
maternal sensitivity, explaining the science and nuances of maturing without
the conservative shame felt by so many parents.
In the first, 1907, letter, Salomé provides a biological explanation of the
creation and growth of children, guiding the boy away from the myths and
legends of childhood and toward a more realistic view. The two later letters,
dated 1911 and 1913, begin to delve farther into the biology and psychology
of sex and of sexual desire – the last letter being heavily influenced by
Sigmund Freud. As any exceptional educator would, Salomé guides her
reader away from the embarrassment so often shrouding sexual activity,
encouraging him towards a more healthy curiosity about one of life’s most
mysterious and beautiful phenomena.
Original publisher’s glassine protective cover, the front wrap with red and black
lettering and the publisher’s device on the front cover and black lettering on the
spine. On the inside of the front cover, there is a small former owner’s (“Dr.
Ernst von Bergen”) paper label. The text pages are lightly browned, but overall
this is a very pretty copy.

Intriguing and Instructive Psychological Fairy-Tales
Die Stunde ohne Gott und andere Kindergeschichten (The Hour
without God and Other Children’s Stories). Eugen Diederichs, Jena, 1922. 1
blank leaf + TP + half title + 3-164 + [165] = Inhalt + [166-168] = publisher’s
advertisements, Octavo. First Edition
$ 350
In these three children’s stories, Salomé uses her literary talents to produce an
extremely creative book, blending science and fantasy into psychological
fiction. In the first tale, “The Hour without God”, she incorporates Freudian
themes into her story: the importance of infancy, the loss of religion, the
child’s interest in sex, self-identification, and self-hatred. Through Ursula, the
character central to this and the other two stories, Salomé recounts personal
experiences where she encountered a crisis of faith after God failed to answer
her prayers and bring joy into the world.
In “The Tales of the Daisies and the Clouds”, Ursula and her baby brother
enter a flower and marry each other and have hundreds of children,
experiencing true happiness and a love that lasts a thousand years. However, a
disaster ends this happiness sending Ursula and her brother searching for love
and happiness again, which they later find embodied in their mother. After
adventures across the land, sea, and sky, they are finally rescued.
In “The Alliance between Tor and Ur,” Ursula meets Torvald, who involves
her in a make-believe adventure of lordship, servility, magic, and childish joy.
Ursula follows Tor to a “world” of his own, established behind their school.
Here, they engage in alternative lives and characters, which Salomé uses to
explore childhood perspectives on gender, rebellion, authority, and love.
Original publisher’s binding with navy and peach lettering and decorations to the
front cover and blue lettering to the spine. With the publisher’s original dust jacket,
lettered in dark blue on the front and on the spine. There is a three-quarter inch
closed tear to the upper left hand corner of the front panel and a one inch closed tear
to the top middle of the rear panel of the dust jacket. Otherwise, a clean, tight, and
beautiful copy of this book.

A Novel of Pre-Revolutionary Sentiment in Russia
Rodinka,

Eine Russische Erinnerung (Rodinka: A Russian
Remembrance). Eugen Diederichs, Jena, 1923. 1 blank leaf + [i] = dedication
page to Anna Freud + TP + half title + 3-259 + [260] = Inhalt + [261-264] =
publisher’s advertisements, Octavo. First Edition.
$ 300
One of Lou’s last published novels, Rodinka is dedicated to Anna Freud. In this
book, Salomé presents heartfelt reflection on events from her own life which
are only lightly fictionalized. In the first half, she is a German girl growing up
with her family in Petersburg, surrounded by brothers. In the second half, her
now older character returns to Russia as a lover, observer, and critic. Although
there is a plot to the book, it is more like a gathering of places, atmospheres,
characters, conflicts, fates, and ideas that have been loosely gathered into a
novel. It is almost as if the book was written for her own pleasure; a
reminiscence of old friends and an homage to her heritage.
Unlike any of Salomé’s other works, Rodinka emphasizes politics and power –
praising the progressive Russian youth who sought to defy Russia’s
traditionalist leaders. This novel also elaborates on the strength of women, who
were widely repressed in Russia during the time of its publication.

Original crimson cloth binding with a lovely black etching illustration and lettering
on the front cover and spine. The spine is sun-faded and the book is slightly cocked.
Still, a very presentable copy of this interesting and intimate work by Lou Salomé.

A Psychological Portrait of One of the Greatest German Poets
Rainer Maria Rilke. Insel, Leipzig, 1928. 1 leaf with publishers device + TP + 5-[124] + [125] = Verzeichnis der Tafeln + [127]
= printer’s information + [128] = publisher’s advertisement, with 8 photo illustrations throughout, Octavo. First Edition.
$ 225
In her psychoanalysis of a much appreciated lover, friend, and intellectual associate, Lou Salomé provides a singular personal
perspective on the mind of one of the most incredible modern poets and artists. She employs both her considerable intellectual
abilities and her maternal sensitivity to present an explanation of Rilke’s complicated mind and of his work. Like her book on
Nietzsche, it is loosely organized, without dates or specific details, yet it is a comprehensive analysis of how Rilke’s
psychological makeup manifested itself in his poetry.
The relationship between Salomé and Rilke was more than just that of romantic lovers. They deeply admired each other; she, his
gentle intelligence, and he, her confidence and competence. She continued to affect him deeply throughout his adult life,
sometimes with great proximate intensity, sometimes with a distant guidance – but as a consistent presence during his last twentyeight years. As in any fruitful, intimate relationship, they exchanged new ideas and experiences, while constantly encouraging
each other to grow intellectually and artistically through the interplay of their different philosophies and perspectives.
With the personal insight that only she possessed, Salomé traces Rilke’s lifelong development not only as a poet, but also as a
thinker, charting a course through his unhappy childhood to his intellectual enlightenment and his early death. However, unlike
other works published about Rilke, this book stands as the only text written by someone who knew him so intimately, providing
invaluable insight into the nuances and complexities of his work. She captures his internal turmoil – his horror at bodily existence,
his sensitivity to the harshness of reality – and synthesizes this with her own experiences to clarify and explain the relationship
between Rilke’s psychology and his greatest poetic works.
Original black cloth with gilt lettering on front cover and spine. A very pretty copy.

MARY WHITON CALKINS
[1863-1930]

“Psychology should be conceived as the science of the self, or person,
as related to its environment, physical and social.”
With her impressive contributions to philosophy, psychology, and society, Calkins can
easily be identified as one of the most influential American intellectuals of the early 20th
century. Throughout her life, her talents were recognized by professionals in her several
fields, acknowledging the depth of her scholarship and gaining her notoriety as both a
philosopher and a psychologist. When she was a young philosophy professor, her senior
advisor at Wellesley suggested that she teach psychology instead – then a fast-emerging
branch of philosophical speculation. This advice eventually shaped her entire career.
Calkins agreed with her mentor, but insisted that she first spend a year studying the new
discipline. She requested admittance to Harvard, hoping to study under William James, but
was denied admission because she was a woman. Though Harvard did not officially admit
Calkins as a student, the school did allow her to sit in on lectures. Eventually, she earned
the equivalent of a Harvard PhD working with Josiah Royce, William James and Hugo
Munsterberg, but was refused the degree by Harvard (which continues to refuse to grant the
degree posthumously) because she did not qualify as a student. William James was
astonished and described her performance as "the most brilliant examination for the Ph.D.
that we have had at Harvard."
Returning to Wellesley, Calkins taught both philosophy and psychology, setting up an
experimental psychology lab which soon became famous for the originality of its work.
Beginning in 1900, she published a series of papers and books in which she described psychology as the "science of the self" – her
basic premise for her system of self-psychologizing. In 1903, Mary was twelfth on the list of fifty top-ranked psychologists – the
result of James McKeen Cattell asking ten psychologists to rank their American colleagues in order of merit. In 1905 she was elected
president of the American Psychological Association and then went on to become president of the American Philosophical
Association in 1918 – the first woman to hold that position in both societies. Calkins was awarded an honorary Doctor of Letters in
1909 by the University of Columbia and received a Doctor of Laws from Smith College in 1910. She was also the first woman elected
to honorary membership in the British Psychological Association.
Mary Whiton Calkins served as a faculty member at Wellesley for forty
years, retiring in 1929. She died in 1930. Calkins wrote four books and
over a hundred papers which are evenly divided between the fields of
psychology and philosophy.

A 1905 German-Language Summary of Her
An Introduction to Psychology [1901]
Der Doppelte Standpunkt in der Psychologie (The Double
View Point in Psychology), Viet & Comp., Leipzig, 1905. TP + [3]
= Vorwort + [5]-8 = Inhalt + [9]-80, Octavo. First Edition.
$ 100
Calkins first book on psychology was the publication of her doctoral
dissertation, Association: An Essay Analytic and Experimental, in
1886. This was followed by An Introduction to Psychology in 1901
of which this paper is a summary, originally published in German.
The two viewpoints compared and contrasted here are Vorgangspsychologie (process-psychology) and Ichpsychologie (egopsychology) after which Calkins advocates for a “single-track, selfpsychology.” While the original Introduction was a full 544 pages
long, this precis is condensed down to just 80 pages.
Publisher’s original printed wraps with black lettering front and back,
inside and out. Inscription at the top of the title page: “In the
Psychological Bulletin / To be obtained of C. A. Köhler / 149 A Tremont
St., Boston.” There is a light, but noticeable damp stain to the left side of
the covers, the TP and the final page. The front cover is all but detached.
Still… an interesting copy of this concise summary of her own work by
this brilliant American psychologist.

Calkins’ Overview of Metaphysics and Metaphysicians
The Persistent Problems of Philosophy: An Introduction to Metaphysics through the Study of Modern Systems. The
Macmillan Company, New York, 1907. 1 blank leaf + half title + TP + [v] = Quote page + vii-viii = Preface + ix-xxii = Contents
+ half title + 3-575, Octavo. First Edition.
$ 200
The Persistent Problems of Philosophy, Calkins’ best-known and most popular philosophical work, was printed in five editions
between 1907 and 1936. The book is a survey course of metaphysics as seen through the philosophical systems offered by
Descartes, Hobbes, Leibniz, Berkeley, Hume, Kant, Spinoza, Fichte, Schelling, Schopenhauer, and Hegel. Of her final chapter,
“Contemporary Philosophical Systems: The Issue between Pluralistic and Monistic Personalism”, Calkins candidly states that
It is only fair to point out, finally, that the book, though mainly exposition and criticism, is written from the stand point
of a metaphysical theory fairly well defined. This I have indicated in my last chapter. My philosophical predilections
have inevitably colored my criticisms; but I trust that they have not distorted my interpretation of the thought of the
philosophers whom I have considered, and that the book may, therefore, be of service to those who do not agree with its
estimates or with its conclusions.
Calkins believed that the business of philosophy was metaphysics and The Persistent Problems is her tour de force survey of
modern philosophers, the systems they espoused and the problems inherent in each of their systems. The book’s schematic
approach is immensely helpful in the classification of metaphysical systems, and her summary of each system is clear, concise
and well-argued. The book thus serves as a wonderfully useful introduction to philosophy for beginners, and a valuable
summation of modern philosophy for the more advanced reader as well as providing an introduction to Mary Whiton Calkins’
own philosophical thinking.
Original publisher’s green cloth with gilt lines and lettering on the spine – which has the most minor of wear on the top of the front
spine edge. There is just a bit of almost unobtrusive “bubbling” to the bottom of the front cover and a neat former owner’s signature in
ink (“Fanny Green Clark”) to the top of the front free endpaper. There is some “cracking” just before the first half title and along the
inside inner edge of the rear board, but the binding is eminently sound. A lovely copy of this philosophical survey by one of the most
influential feminine thinkers of the early 20th century.

An American Ethics – One that Eschews the “Science of Abstractions”
The Good Man and the Good. The Macmillan Company, New York, 1918. Half title + TP + [v] = Quote page + vii-viii =
Preface + ix-xx = Contents + half title + 1-219 + half title + [1]-[3] = publisher’s advertisements, Octavo. First Edition.
$ 300
This important and popular work saw three editions in seven years and deservedly so. It is a significant and comprehensive
exploration and explanation of the various behaviors of humans. For Calkins, ethics was a division of psychology, but it was also
linked to metaphysics. She thought that a complete metaphysics must always concern itself with the facts of ethics, that is, “the
philosopher must rightly know the moral self and his subject, the good, in their relation to the rest of the universe.” [p. 193 here]
Therefore, as noted in her Preface: “The underlying purpose of this book is to treat ethics as the study of live men – of willing,
struggling human beings, loyal or disloyal, brave or cowardly, just or unjust. To state this purpose in other words: the book does
not conceive ethics as a science of abstractions – of duty, goodness, virtue, or values – but as the science of the dutiful, the good,
the virtuous man and his object. Thus concretely conceived, ethics is an inevitable outlet of psychology and an essential source of
sociological science.”
Original publisher’s dark blue cloth with gilt lettering to the spine. The title page has a perforated blind stamp reading: “Advance
Copy / Not for Sale / Review Copy”. Else, this a remarkably well-preserved copy of Calkins most important statement on ethics.

DORA BLACK RUSSELL
[1894-1986]

“Woman must be free to handle the problems of love and maternity in her own way”
Dora Black – who became Bertrand Russell’s second wife – received an excellent early education
and went on to win a modern languages scholarship to Girton College at Cambridge. Once there,
she joined the Heretics Society, whose mission it was to question traditional authorities in general
and religious dogma in particular. The society helped Black discard her traditional values and
develop her own feminist mode of thought.
She met Bertrand Russell in 1916, but they did not begin a relationship until 1919 – travelling
together in 1920 to Russia (where they met Lenin) and then on to China. The couple was married
in 1921. She had at first rejected Russell's offer of marriage. In common with some radical
women of her generation she felt the laws regulating marriage contributed to women's
subjugation. In her view, only parents should be bound by a social contract, and only insofar as
their co-operation was required for raising their children. Implicit was her conviction that both
men and women were polygamous by nature and should therefore be free, whether married or not,
to engage in sexual relationships based on mutual love. She regarded these as essential for women
to gain control over their own lives, and to becoming fully emancipated.

A Radical Manifesto for the Freedom of Women
Hypatia or Women and Knowledge. Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co. Ltd,
London, [1925]. 1 blank leaf + half title + 1 leaf with engraving (“The Unascetic
Sage”) on the verso + TP + [i] = Dedication page + [iii] = Preface + 1-81 + [83][84] = Publisher’s advertisements + 1 blank leaf, Small octavo, First Edition.
$ 150
As Russell notes in her Preface, Hypatia was “a university lecturer denounced by
Church dignitaries and torn to pieces by Christians.” She vows that “what I have
written here I believe, and shall not retract or change for similar episcopal
denunciations.” What she believes is that there must be a new morality for women
based not upon old taboos and superstitions, but upon knowledge drawn from
science and courage born of their new freedom. Russell repudiates the suggestion
that this freedom lies only in a grudging permission to choose between scholastic
knowledge with a masculine career and the ancient duty of women. Woman must
be free to handle the problems of love and maternity in her own way. The old
framework of woman’s special sphere must be challenged along with the timidity,
falsehood, and the asceticism on which this traditional conception is based.
A beautifully preserved copy in publisher’s original black binding with black typed
paper labels affixed to the front cover and the spine. Comes with the scarce original dust
jacket which is lightly soiled but otherwise in wonderful shape. A gorgeous copy.

ALICE AMBROSE
[1906-2001]

“Editing these lectures… has made it possible for me to recapture
some of the intellectual excitement which permeated the atmosphere in those years.”
Alice Ambrose was an American philosopher, logician, and author. Born in Lexington, Illinois
and orphaned at 13, she went on to study philosophy and mathematics at Millikin University.
She completed her PhD at the University of Wisconsin, and then famously studied with G.E.
Moore and Ludwig Wittgenstein at Cambridge University where she earned her second PhD in
1938.
While studying at Cambridge, Ambrose developed a close relationship with Wittgenstein,
although she made secret notes during his lectures (a practice he forbade). These she published
in 1979 as Wittgenstein’s Lectures: Cambridge 1932-1935. Then, in 1934 and 1935,
Wittgenstein selected Ambrose and Francis Skinner to take the dictation for what later became
known as The Brown Book (an essental work for understanding his philosophical transition
between his two major works, the Tractatus in 1922 and Philosophical Investigation in 1953).
Ambrose and Wittgenstein famously quarreled in 1935 after she published (with Moore’s
encouragement) an article entitled "Finitism in Mathematics" in the philosophical journal Mind.
It was meant to give an account of Wittgenstein's position on the subject, but he repudiated it
and, furious with her for this breach, abruptly terminated their association.
Ambrose took a teaching position at Smith College in 1937, where she remained for the rest of her career. Even after her retirement,
she continued to teach and guest lecture at Smith and other universities around the country until her death in 2001. She worked chiefly
in logic and mathematical philosophy, writing a primer on the subject with her husband, Morris Lazerowitz. Together, they
collaborated on a number of works: Fundamentals of Symbolic Logic (1948), Logic: The Theory of Formal Inference (1961),
Philosophical Theories (1976) and Essays in the Unknown Wittgenstein (1984).

Ambrose Edits Wittgenstein’s
Cambridge Lectures (1930 to 1935)
Wittgenstein's Lectures, Cambridge 1930-1932, Rowman
and Littlefield, Totowa, New Jersey, 1980. Half-title + TP + [v]
= Contents + [vii] = Acknowledgement + ix-xvii + Quote Page
+ 1-124, Octavo. First Edition (Frongia/McGuiness p. 46).
[and]

Wittgenstein's Lectures, Cambridge 1932-1935, Rowman
and Littlefield, Totowa, New Jersey, 1979. Half-title + TP + [v]
= Contents + [vii] = Acknowledgement + [ix]-xi + half-title +
[3]-225 + 1 blank leaf, Octavo. First Edition (Frongia/
McGuiness p. 46).
$ 250
The 1930-1932 lectures are based on the lecture notes of John
King and Desmond Lee. The 1932-1935 lectures are based on
the lecture notes of Alice Ambrose and Margaret Macdonald
which Ambrose edited.
The notes shed much light on Wittgenstein's thinking during
this critical and creative time in the development of his
philosophy. Among the topics considered are the meaning of a
word and its relation to common usage, rules of grammar and
their relation to fact, the grammar of first person statements,
language games, and the nature of philosophy.
These two volumes are indispensable to any serious discussion
of Wittgenstein's work.
Both are fine in fine dust jackets.

Ambrose & Her Husband Collaborate on a Primer for Symbolic Logic
(The First of Four Such Successful Collaborations)
Fundamentals of Symbolic Logic. Rinehart & Company, New York, 1948. Half title + TP + v-vi= Preface + vii-ix = Contents
+ 1-310, Octavo. First Edition.
$ 75
This primer on symbolic logic was written by Alice Ambrose and her husband, Morris Lazerowitz, both of whom were associate
professors of philosophy at Smith College.
In the “Introduction,” Ambrose states that “This book is intended for the newcomer to formal logic and is designed to provide an
introduction for the intelligent general reader as well as for the student in the classroom. Its primary purpose is to present in a
clear, natural, and orderly fashion the fundamentals of a subject that has now acquired the status of an exact science…”
The material has been organized in a formal way, she says, “without regard to the order of its historical development, in order to
show the reader how the various parts of logic interconnect to form a structure that rests on a small number of relatively simple
concepts....
Chapters I through VII detail the materials necessary for the construction of a deductive system of truth-functions and then
Chapter VIII shows how symbolic logic’s special notation makes it possible for these to be organized into a deductive system.
Chapters IX through XI are given over to the study of general propositions and of forms of inference involving them while
Chapter XII deals with the calculus of classes. .
Overall, the book is intended to be “an introduction, and has been confined to those elements of the subject which are necessary
for advanced work.”
Original publisher red cloth with black fields and gilt lettering on both the front cover and the spine. There is just a bit of wear to the
bottom and top of spine, but otherwise, this is lovely copy of Alice Ambrose’s primer on symbolic logic.

SIMONE DE BEAUVOIR
[1908-1986]

“A man would never set out to write a book on the peculiar situation of the human male.
But if I wish to define myself, I must first of all say: ‘I am a woman’;
on this truth must be based all further discussion.”
One of the foremost existentialist thinkers of the 20th century – and certainly the most
important woman to emerge from that philosophical school – Simone de Beauvoir’s writings
were particularly instrumental in changing the social and political landscape of post-World
War II Europe. Unafraid of critics and social censure, she published numerous essays, novels,
autobiographies and philosophical works – many of which aggressively challenging the social,
political, and religious restrictions used to justify the inequality imposed on women.
Born in Paris in 1908, she broke social barriers at an early age. She was early attracted to
mathematics and philosophy – two historically masculine disciplines – prompting her father to
exclaim, “Simone thinks like a man!” Simone suffered a crisis of faith at 14 before becoming a
student of philosophy at the Sorbonne where she wrote her thesis on Leibniz, and soon found
herself working alongside Maurice Merleau-Ponty and Claude Levi-Strauss. After World War
II, she partnered with her lover, Jean-Paul Sartre, as co-editor of the intellectual and political
journal Les Temps Modernes – where she wrote numerous articles, developing both her
abilities and her audience and creating the platform from which she expanded her ideas into
several larger subsequent works. Throughout her life, Beauvoir was also a fervent political
activist, protesting the German occupation of France, French colonial rule in Algeria, the war
in Vietnam, and, not surprisingly, the sexist society which afflicted her on a daily basis.
Expansively influential in the fields of feminism, philosophy, and social theory, Simone de Beauvoir is considered by nearly everyone
as one of, if not the, most important female thinker of the mid-20th century. Her work had tremendous impact on a host of French and
international thinkers, laying a firm foundation for the feminist revolt which blossomed in the 1960s.

An Original Wraps “Hommage de L’Auteur” Copy of The Ethics of Ambiguity
Pour une Morale de L’Ambiguite (The Ethics of Ambiguity). Gallimard, Paris, 1947. Half title + TP + [7] = Dedication
page + [9] = Quote page + [11] -223 + [225] = Table + [227] = Printer’s information, Octavo. First Edition.
$ 500
In this classic introduction to existentialist thought, Simone de Beauvoir makes her
major contribution to 20th century ethical theories. Artfully exploring the nuances
and intricacies of freedom’s role in the world, she develops a concise yet thorough
examination of what it means to be fully human while still responding to the
imperative of leading a moral life.
Here, Beauvoir simultaneously acknowledges and contends with her French
contemporaries, philosophers Jean-Paul Sartre and Maurice Merleau-Ponty, by
arguing that existential freedom carries with it certain ethical responsibilities.
Ultimately, she argues that in order to achieve true freedom, one must do battle
against the tyranny of those who would suppress it.
Disappointed that Jean-Paul Sartre had failed to fulfill his promise (despite voluminous notes and attempts) to explore a
specifically existential ethic in his Being and Nothingness (1943), Beauvoir final took up the challenge of writing The Ethics of
Ambiguity herself. The book skillfully complements, but remains proudly independent of, Sartre’s writings.
The first part of the book focuses on different degrees of personal freedom, progressively moving from the sub-man, to serious
man, to nihilist, to adventurer, to passionate man, and, finally, to the independent man. It is the independent man who understands
his own freedom. He also understands the necessity of other men’s freedom for him to be free himself.
The second part of the book is a description of how to use this personal freedom. Man must live, she says, for a concrete
objective. That objective, however, is constantly transcending and can never be captured. This chosen transcendent object is
determined by the individual’s freedom operating within the larger context of social freedom.
Original publisher’s wraps with red and black lettering. With a light but discernable crease running vertically up the lower half of the
front cover. The spine is slightly sun-darkened. With a number of uncut pages. Included in the book is a publisher’s printed ad (4 ½ x
7) and a small printed business card-sized “Hommage de L’Auteur”. A truly lovely copy of this penetrating philosophical work.

A Beautiful First Edition Copy of the Book Announcing the Dawn of Modern Feminism
Le Deuxième Sexe (The Second Sex). Gallimard, Paris, 1949. Volume 1: 1 blank leaf + half title with a list of her works on the
verso + TP + [7] = Dedication page + half title + [11]-395 + [397] = half title + [399] = Index + [400] = Printing Information;
Volume 2: 1 blank leaf + half title with a list of her works on the verso + TP + [5] = Quote page + [7] = Introduction + half title +
[13]-577 + [579] = half title + [581] = Index + [583] = Printing Information, Octavo. First Edition.
$ 1,500
One of 2,000 numbered copies (from an edition of 2,150) on alfama Marais paper - Volume 1 is numbered 1787 and Volume 2 is
numbered 1440.
Beauvoir's landmark work on feminism appeared at a crucial turning point immediately following the Second World War,
wherein she offered a profound and scathing analysis of patriarchal society and what it means to be a woman in Western society.
One of her most important pieces of writing, The Second Sex was translated into over a dozen languages and played a pivotal role
in the transition from the ‘old feminism’ of the woman suffrage movements to the ‘new feminism’ (the so-called “second wave”)
that has dominated gender politics ever since – setting the agenda for women's rights throughout the nineteen fifties and well
beyond.
“…if nevertheless we admit, provisionally, that women do exist, then we must face the question “what is a woman?”
To state the question is, to me, to suggest, at once, a preliminary answer. The fact that I ask it is in itself significant. A man
would never set out to write a book on the peculiar situation of the human male. But if I wish to define myself, I must first
of all say: ‘I am a woman’; on this truth must be based all further discussion. A man never begins by presenting himself as
an individual of a certain sex; it goes without saying that he is a man… In actuality the relation of the two sexes is not
quite like that of two electrical poles, for man represents both the positive and the neutral, as is indicated by the common
use of man to designate human beings in general; whereas woman represents only the negative, defined by limiting
criteria, without reciprocity. In the midst of an abstract discussion it is vexing to hear a man say: ‘You think thus and so
because you are a woman’; but I know that my only defense is to reply: ‘I think thus and so because it is true,’ thereby
removing my subjective self from the argument. It would be out of the question to reply: ‘And you think the contrary
because you are a man’, for it is understood that the fact of being a man is no peculiarity. A man is in the right in being a

man; it is the woman who is in the wrong. It amounts to this: just as for the ancients there was an absolute vertical with
reference to which the oblique was defined, so there is an absolute human type, the masculine. Woman has ovaries, a
uterus: these peculiarities imprison her in her subjectivity, circumscribe her within the limits of her own nature. It is often
said that she thinks with her glands. Man superbly ignores the fact that his anatomy also includes glands, such as the
testicles, and that they secrete hormones. He thinks of his body as a direct and normal connection with the world, which he
believes he apprehends objectively, whereas he regards the body of woman as a hindrance, a prison, weighed down by
everything peculiar to it… Thus humanity is male and man defines woman not in herself but as relative to him; she is not
regarded as an autonomous being.”
Bound in the publisher's original cloth with the colorful, modern design supplied by Mario Prassinos. A well-preserved, near fine copy
of an extremely important and influential work in the history of ideas from the mid-20th century.

First Trade Edition in Wraps of Beauvoir’s Striking Feminist Manifesto
Le Deuxième Sexe (The Second Sex). Gallimard, Paris, 1949. Volume 1: Half title with a list of her works on the verso + TP +
[7] = Dedication page + half title + [11]-395 + [397] = half title + [399] = Index + [400] = Printing Information; Volume 2: Half
title with a list of her works on the verso + TP + [7] = Quote page + [9] = Introduction + half title + [13]-577 + [579] = half title +
[581] = Index + [583] = Printing Information, Octavo. First Trade Edition in Wraps.
$ 250
Not numbered as the elegantly bound edition of 2,100 copies were (see the copy above). But, with the first edition publication
dates of April 20, 1949 in volume one and September 14, 1949 in volume two.
While this is not the first edition, first issue of this famous book, it is eminently more affordable than the first issue.
Original publisher’s printed wraps in red and black ink. Spines are sun-darkened on both volumes, with the former owner’s small
bookplate to the upper right corner of the front free end paper. Text lightly browned throughout. Overall, a well-preserved copy of this
delicate first public issue of Simone de Beauvoir’s modern classic in wraps.

SIMONE WEIL
[1909-1943]

“Whether the mask is labeled fascism, democracy, or dictatorship of the proletariat,
our great adversary remains the apparatus—the bureaucracy, the police, the military.”
Simone Weil was a French philosopher and religious mystic. From an early age, she
sympathized with the poor and the oppressed and committed much of her late teen years to
the Workers Movement, writing political tracts and marching in demonstrations. She was
already a brilliant and incisive thinker in school, scoring first in the entrance exam to the
École Normale Supérieure (the same exam in which Simone de Beauvoir scored second.)
After graduation, Weil taught philosophy in a number of European secondary schools, her
primary employment throughout the rest of her short life. While teaching, she continued to
actively participate in demonstrations supporting unemployed and striking workers. In
addition, she wrote many articles analyzing social and economic issues, offering her own
evaluation of the limits of both capitalism, and socialism. In an effort to more genuinely
connect with the working class and to actually put her thought into action, Simone took a
year’s leave of absence from teaching to work incognito as a laborer in factories. In 1936,
despite her avowed pacifism, she fought in the Spanish Civil War with the Republican
forces.
Jewish by birth, Weil was initially an atheist, but her later religious thinking was primarily inspired by Christianity. She never
officially converted to that faith, however, because she was also strongly sympathetic to other religions, especially Hinduism and
Buddhism. Regarding her philosophical ideas, she was greatly influenced by Greek thought, most particularly Plato. Simone suffered
from poor health, some of which was due to her rigorous asceticism and self-denial, the practice of which eventually led to her early
death at the age of 34.

Weil’s Diagnosis (and Cure) for the Modern Era’s Social, Cultural, and Spiritual Malaise
L’enracinement: Prelude a une declaration des devoirs encers l’etre humain (The Need for Roots: A Prelude towards a
declaration of duties towards mankind). Gallimard, Paris, 1949. Half title + TP + half title + [9]-249 + half title + [253] = Table +
[255] = Printer’s information, Octavo. First Edition, Service de presse.
$ 250
Weil’s most influential work, L’enracinement (The Need for Roots) diagnoses
the causes of the social, cultural, and spiritual malaise that she saw afflicting the
citizens of 20th century Europe.
Weil insists that individuals need to be culturally and spiritually rooted to their
past, present, and future if they are ever to lead fulfilling, joyful, and morally
rich lives. The book also discusses the political, cultural and spiritual currents
that must be nurtured so that people can access the sources of energy needed to
maintain their “rootedness” and avoid destroying their ties to the past and the
sense of community which is so essential to a satisfying and fulfilled life.
Having analyzed the problem and outlined a broad solution, Weil then offers
specific suggestions for the proper way to rebuild France after the war, calling
for a greater emphasis on the religious, political and social structures that would
enhance the lives of individuals. She argued strongly for the centrality of a sense
of duty towards community, arguing that it is not enough for us to declare empty
support for various human rights, we need to follow through with the obligations
those rights entail – rather than just continuing along the time-worn path of selfrighteousness and rootlessness.
Weil’s warnings about the state of the modern world and the ways in which
human beings could try to resolve these issues, continue to resonate even today.
Original publisher’s ivory wraps with green lettering to both covers and the spine
(which is lightly sun darkened). A “service de presse” (advance review) copy as
noted on the title page (“S.P.”). Typical of books printed on such poor quality paper,
the text is lightly browned throughout. Overall, a gorgeous copy of this strident
presentation of Weil’s thought.
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A Very Partial Checklist of Women Philosophers
ANCIENT
Theano (circa 500’s BC)
Diotima of Mantinea (circa 440 BC)
Apasia of Miletus (circa 470–410 BC)
Hipparchia the Cynic (circa 300 BC)
Hipparchia (late 3rd Century BC)
Pan Chao (circa 45-120)
Makrina the Younger (circa 330—379)
Hypatia of Alexandria (370-415)
MEDIEVAL
Anna Comnena (1083-1148)
Héloïse d'Argenteuil (1101–1164)
Hildegard of Bingen (1098–1179)
Christine de Pisan (1364-1430)
Isotta Nogarola (1418-1466)
Olivia Sabuco (1562-1625)
Marie de Gournay (1565-1645)
17th CENTURY
Bathsua Makin (1600-1675)
Anna Maria van Schurman (1607-1678)
Anne Bradstreet (1612-1672)
Elizabeth of the Palatine (1618-1680)
Margaret Cavendish (1623-1673)
Christina of Sweden (1626-1689)
Sophia, Electress of Hanover (1630-1714)
Anne Vicountess Conway (1631-1679)
Madam Dacier (1654?-1720)
Damaris Cudworth (1658-1708)
Mary Astell (1666–1731)
Catharine Trotter Cockburn (1679-1749)
18th CENTURY
Émilie du Châtelet (1706–1749)
Elizabeth Carter (1717-1806)
Maria Gaetana Agnesi (1718-1799)
Mercy Otis Warren (1728-1814)
Anne Conway (1631-1679)
Catharine Macaulay (1731—1791)
Olympe de Gouges (1748-1793)
Judith Sargent Murray (1751-1820)
Elizabeth Hamilton (1756-1816)
Mary Wollstonecraft (1759-1797)
Mary Hays (1759-1843)
Madame de Stael-Holstein (1766-1817)
Jane Marcet (1769-1858)

Sophie Germain (1776-1831)
Lady Mary Shepherd (1777-1847)
Anna Wheeler (1780-1848)
Anna Doyle Wheeler (1785-1848)
Frances Wright (1795-1852)
19th CENTURY
Marianna Marchesa Florenzi (1802-1870)
Harriet Taylor Mill (1807-1858)
Margaret Fuller Ossoli (1810-1850)
Ednah Dow Cheney (1824-1904)
Antoinette Brown Blackwell (1825–1921)
Clemence Royer (1830-1902)
Christine Ladd-Franklin (1847-1930)
Emilia Pardo Bazan (1851-1921)
Charlotte Perkins Gilman [Stetson] (1860-1935)
Lou Andreas-Salomé (1861–1937)
Mary Whiton Calkins (1863–1930)
Liubo Isaakovna Akselrod (1868-1946)
Grace Mead Andrus de Laguna (1878-1978)
Marie Collins Swabey (1880-1966)
Katherine Gilbert (1886-1952)
Hedwig Conrad-Martius (1888-1966)
Georgia Elma Harkness (1891-1974)
Dora Black Russell (1894-1986)
Lizzie Susan Stebbing (1885-1943)
Edith Stein (1891-1942)
Susanne Katherina Knauth Langer (1895-1985)
20th CENTURY
Dorothy Mary Emmet (1904-2000)
Hannah Arendt (1906-1975)
Alice Ambrose (1906–2001)
Simone de Beauvoir (1908–1986)
Simone Weil (1909–1943)
Isabel Scribner Stearns (1910-1987)
Jeanne Hersch (1910-2000)
Marjorie Grene (1910-2009)
Jeanne Parain-Vial (1912-2009)
Hazel E. Barnes (1915-2008)
Beatrice Hope Zedler (1916-2006)
G. E. M. Anscombe (1919-2001)
Suzanne Bachelard (1919-2007)
Iris Murdoch (1919-1999)
Philippa Ruth Foot (1920-2010)
Ruth Barcan Marcus (1921-2012)
Anna-Teresa Tymieniecka (1923-2014)

"The owl of Athena flies only at dusk"
Georg W. F. Hegel: Preface, Philosophy of Right
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